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even years,
New Jersey again.
pioneer of this section.
ed for trial.
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
dissenting opinion.
i
i

Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: Jackson Agee, treasurer of Grant county, $310.05; William
M. Robbins, of Sierra county, $471.75;
W. H. Merchant,
of Eddy county,
$877.57;
Gregory Page ot McKlnley
county, $273.34, and John Joerns, hank
examiner, bank examination fees $25.
Sold a Bridle.
Instead of putting a "curb bit on
his inclination," Manuel Martinez of
Chama appears to have sold bit, bridle
and all and therefore he was arrested
by Mounted Policeman J. B. Rusk
charged with petit larceny of - the
,

.

'

,'

-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 11. Deputy
Sheriff Brentwood was wounded last
night in a battle between a posse and
bandits who yesterday held up officials ot the Chino Copper Company,
near Hurley, Grant county, New Mexico.
Deputy Brentwood was accompanied
by Messrs. Williams and Foster and
surprised the bandits in their moun
tain camp. Despite their surprise,
the bandits escaped and kept up a
running fight for several miles, hav
ing captured the horses ridden by the
and posse
pgsse. Sheriff McGrath
from. Silver City, Grant county, left
in automobiles early today to join
in the chase.
Apparently, the holdups were after
the payroll of the Chino Copper Com
pany, but got only $125 cash,, and
watches of Superintendent J. M. Sully
and his assistants, Bradley and
Brough.
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OF THE PRAIRIE
BELLE. '
(By John Hay.)
Wall, no I can't tell you whar he lives,
Becaise he don't live, you see;
Leastways, he's got over the habit
Of livin' like you and me.
Whar have you been for the last
JIM

The Little Store

BLUDSO

A. Cooper of the
Presbyterian church,
performed the ceremony. Wenking is
a magazine writer of note.
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'

READ for PROFIT
Use for Remits

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

Las Vegas Sewer System.
One-hal- f
of the Las Vegas sewer
system has been completed by the
contractors at a cost of $11,000. There
have been laid 3,118 feet of ten inch
three years
Pipe, 8,996 feet of eight inch pipe,
That you haven't heard folks tell
How Jimmie Bludsoe passed in his there have been built 27 manholes and
four flush tanks.
checks
The night of the Prairie Belle?

DENVER BREAD

M.

They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
annoyingURINARY IRREGULARITIES
they exercise a permanent benefit.

Cruel When Drunk.
Mrs Ttnnfa Ti Hwnn nf finllllTl ha K
filed suit for divorce against Thomas: TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
I
J. Owen on the ground that he wasj For sale by all druggists.
cruel whenever he was drunk and '
I
D. A. R. PLACES MARKERS
that he was drunk frequently.
ON HISTORIC TRAIL.
I
The Funeral of Georae Daum.
The funeral of the late George Daum Aut0 artv of Scientists and Students
witness interesting ceremony
took place at Las Vegas yesterday.
I
Conducted By Mrs. Prince.
The pall bearers were: Harry W. KelA
score
of
or
more
a
persons,
party
tt. David J. Leahy, P. O. Blood, Chas,
And this was all the religion he had
left Santa Fe today In five automo.
Tamme, O. L. Gregory and John
To treat his engine well;
biles to witness the marking of the
York.
Never to be passed on the river,
Santa Fe trail which ceremony was
To mind the pilot's bell;
conducted by the D. A. R., Mrs. L.
Bridgeman 'Injured.
And if ever the Prairie Belle took fire,
RfMftmon tt tha Snnta Vt rail Bradford Prince, the state regent, beA thousand times he swore
'n
rniKhfid.'nR
charge.
hHfo-n
rnnii
nn; hart fnnt
Telephone No. 4a
He'd hold her nozzle agin the bank
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.
,In he P"T were many of the
by a derrick dropping on it. at Algo-- I
soul got ashore.
Till
the
last
" 8luue"
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
of
south
Fe.;
miles
Santa
WE
GIVE REGISTER
dones, forty
WE DO NOT "BORE" CUSTOMERS WHO COME IN TO BUY. WE
hos-- .
All boats has their day on the Missis-- ; He was taken to the Las Vegas
DO OUR BUSINESS EASILY. WE SELL TO EVERYBODY AT THE
took
and
American
Archaeology
they
P"aL
sinnl
SAME PRICE ALL THE TIME.
of this attractive trip to
advantage
And her day came at last
IF YOU'VE NEVER DEALT WITH
US
see some historic country and visit
"BRACE
UP" AND
Bond Issue.
The Movaster was a better boat,
COME IN.
old mission church ruins at the
the
six
A
bond
Issue
of
year
But the Belle, she wouldn't be past;
OUR TOOLS WILL HOLD THEIR EDGE FOR YOU AND HOLD
Pecos.
And so she came tearin' along that Per cent bonds for School District No.
YOUR TRADE FOR US.
at
were
markers
The
trail
placed
san juan county, tor ?,zuuu, is
j 4,
njght
onerea ior saie, mas xo De openea a.u- the Arroyo Hondo, the Apache Canon
The oldest craft on the line
and the Glorieta battlefield. The cereWood-Davi- s
WHh a. nlererer sails! on her safety. 8UBl
mony of placing them was Informal.
valve,
The marker at Apache Cation stands
Phone 14.
If Its Hardware We Have It.
Phone 14
And her furnace crammed, rosin and
beautiful Muff or promontory,
same bullet that killed a dove "
The
pine.
return
will
to
Fe
Santa
bread
our
party
Don't forget
also killed Frank Markley, a wealthy
These lines are like home to us.
"ear Mesa, Arizona. Twelve ""
eeu,uf Pueblo
The fire bust out as she clared
oM Akeman McCullougn was visiting the Pecos
bar,
fatal
fired
and
out
the
dove shooting
And burnt a hole in the night.
were well written up by Miss Agnes
FOR THAT SUMMER OUTING
And quick as a flash, she turned, and uliet,
u. L,aui recently wnue sue was nere.
Phone, 191 Black.
made
Prohibition Constitution for Texas,
MEXICAN HATS
For that wilier bank on the right.
rm-But before
and abandoned in 1782.
i
jh
There was runnin' and cussln', but
church was erected the spot was.
New and Full Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter)
resolution calling a constitutional
Jim yelled out,
y
to meet off the first Mon- - visitea oy tne spamaras, ior orona-daconvention
Latest in Hand Color
Artistic
Over all the internal roar,
15The
ther?
in March, 1913, to draft a new
o
"I'll hold her nozzle agin the bank
ior
Post
Cards.
00
popu-sIts
but
had
people
Framing.
constitution for the state of Texas, Pebl
Till the last galoot's ashore."
gradually dwindled and in 1790
that a statewide prohibition clause
It had only 152, following the Coraan
may be included.
Through the hot, black breath of the
che raid. The pueblo waa abandoned
burnin' boat
in 1837, the few residents moving to
and
Woman
Man
Arrested.
San Francisco Street.
Jim Bludsoe's- voice was heard,
Jemez.
M
and
Carrillo
Anita
cussedhis
trust
And
in
had
all
from
they
Sole Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Brassel were arrested at El Paso on During the Pueblo rebellion
ness,
1680 to 1696 the Pecos Indians played
the
charge of vagrancy and to answer
his
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package And they knew'd he would keep
for taking (40 from a traveling man, an important part.
Interword,
felt so ashamed of The old church Is of unusual
And sure's you're born, they all got off who, however,
to enter a com- est to Santa Feans for priests from
failed
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
himself
he
that
Afore the smokestacks fell
this city used to visit it and hold
plaint and quietly left town.
And Bludsoe's ghost went up alone,
services there.
In the smoke of the Prairie Belle!
Las Cruces Man Marries at El Paso.
: : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
L. J. Katzenstein of Las Cruces, and
at
but
He
no
wern't
Saint
Jedgement
Phone Black
Phone Black
Miss Ada Quinlan of Fort Bayard,
day
Grant county, were married at El
I'd run my chance with Jim,
Paso, by Justice H. P. Stacy. The ! ;
BLADDER ;
Longside of some pious gentlemen
left Las Cruces at midnight in
That wouldn' shook hands with him. couple
an automobile and lost their road, not
He seen his duty, a dead sure thing
arriving in Las Cruces until the secAnd went for it thar and then;
D elivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
ond morning.
too
to be
m Bacn eapnua Dear u
x
m
ten months. They have hundreds of And the Lord ain't
Chlckering Bros.
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
satisfied customers in New Mexico
hard,
Bush and Lane.
Foundling on the Door Step.
On a man that died for men.
Arizona.
and
Geraldo Flores of Las Vegas, was!
n
Co.
"
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
awakened during the night by the
6chiller.
and
to them regarding pianos, prices
found
and
out
an
cries of
infant
going
Victor
terms will prove to prospective plane
a baby, about' a week old, lying in a
THE STITE
MOUND
Learnard-Llr- v
of
firm
the
that
buyers
box on his doorstep. The child was
Milton and the World Famous Cecil Ian deman Co. will meet every customer
well dressed. Flores has children of
in
making
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way
his own and will take care of the
AND
Prom
Importing Cattle.
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sathome is found for it
a
until
foundling
of
850
A.
head
Lindauer
imported
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not one
TAOS
BARRANCA
RATON
cattle from Mexico through the port
car loada of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.'
Waited Just a Year.
YANKEE
of Columbus, Luna county.
Both
Meets
North
South
Willey M. Gue of Denver, aged 54,
CERRILLOS
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
CO.
one year after being granted a
Bound
just
Kills
Poison
Boy.
Fly
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
to
walked
the marriage
up
Fdur year old .Theodore Keen at divorce,
Leaves Barranca on the arrival at
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
clerk's window and took out a license
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
Dudley, Massachusetts, was killed by to
(he north bound trai and arrives at
Sawed Wood and Kindlin.
Artilla
aged
Ruby
marry
Tucker,
Taoa at 7 p. m.
drinking the water on fly paper.
33, saying he had waited the statuCAPITAL COAL YARD.
tory year to the second but would not Tan miles shorter than aay etmar
Used Vile Language.
85
Good
covered
Telephone
hack
and
way.
a
to
minute longer
the
Telephone 85
Edward Green was fined $100 at El wait
Paso for using profane language on marital state.
TMa deaa. to SiCak Pa
the street and in the presence of
CoxrSortlDl,
Nipped Romance.
Because the girl was not the legal
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
age, the probate clerk at Albuquerque
Death of Pioneer.
Pas Torres of Tinnie, Lincoln coun- refused to issue a marriage license to
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
ty, a well known pioneer, whose fifty Lacey F. Lancaster and LeClare F.
H.
CAD C A I C Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
He Issued licenses however
mine run coal
of building material
grand children all live at Roswell, Smith.
1
AGENT
LAUNDRY.
HUBB3
to Clara M. Stevens and Willard F,
aodXancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
died this week.
Cook, of San Diego, California, each Phone us, we will be glad to call for
YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
Alfalfa Ranches in IheEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
aged 51 years; to Zoraida Garcia and your laundry on Mondays and TuesChild Killed By Mother.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
Three year old Rosie Woempmer Jose C. Duran, and to E. Mary John- days and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
was run over and Instantly killed at son and Henry G. Wenking.
Modern Residences for Rent.
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
All work la guaranteed; your socks
Hygiene, by a farm wagon which was
are mended and buttons sewed on
Gave Up Husband to Affinity.
driven by her mother.
Mrs. Osear A. Turner, wife of a your shirts without extra charge.
103
Arizona Rifle Team.
I,
New York millionaire, gave up her PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Ave.
The Arizona National Guard Rifle husband to his affinity, her husband
team pissed Lamy yesterday on its confessing to her that he had found
way eas', to Camp Perry for the na his soul mate. The couple had been
tional shoot to be held August 24 to married twenty-tw- o
years and never
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
had a quarrel Their sons have
August 31.
Mrs.
to manhood.
grown almost
La Salle
.
Turner helped her husband to get his
Could Find No Work.
Because he souid not find employ financial .start as a western prospector
CHAS. OANN. Prop.
PEACH
FOR STANDARD
ment, E. SchmHt, at Denver yester- and he is now worth several million
,
Telephone 11.
AND PEAR BOXES v
dollars.
day, took a tJn cu? at the City Mission,
Two
Doors
Below F. Andrews
filled it with carbilic acid, drained It
SEND YOUR' ORDERS TO
and fell dead.
Meals
Regular
26 Cents
some
ottered
are
Rigs,
Herewith
Bargains
earn-aaShort Order at all Hoars
New
tke
Ifexlcaa
Printing
Horses.
N.
Buggies,
Saloonkeeper Arrested.
Cade of ClTil Prceur af the
BOARD BY THE WEEK t&OO
Wade Thomas, running the Jockey
Territory of New Ifadee, 1897. sheep rreach Noodle Order 20c. a dish
436 Canon Road.
Phone 19 Black.
Club Saloon, at El Paso, was arrested
Wbea in Heed of AnyttJnr
bound, $1 ; paper bound. 76c. Missouri
New,York Chop Saer Me.
for selling liquor without a, license.
in the LIVERY LINE.
Missouri Code
forma,
IS;
Pleading
Thomas declared he expected
the
Drivers Furnished.
Pleadings.
16; the two for $10.
to
his
Ucente.
brewery
pay
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico. 1889, 1901 and 1903,
ffl
'I
Arrested for Operating Table.
m
.r mar
v H
i 1
English and Spanish pamphlets. $2.25;
Don Qaspar Ave.
Kahn
of
B.
Leslie
Cortez, Colorado, full leather $8.
1
J
Sheriff's
Flexible
1YI
was arrested in the county hospital at CeTer
Pork t Dockets, tingle, $1.96;
Successor to B. P. Williams
Denver, while he was on the operating two er more hoofc
1 each.
New
table. The charge is that Kahn passI have purchased
For Best Laundry Work
the entire at ock of horses and equipment formerly
M'Tleo Supreme Cerirt Reports, Nee
ill
w
a
B.
ed
worthless
check,
P.
Williams
to
a
and
continue
Owned by
FIRST
operate it as
j
3
M in Inclusive. Tirm each. Con
be ready at all times of day or night
CLASS LIVERY where we will
" Bt1atin Corporation l.
75 c. Com BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Married in Hospital.
a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to furnish you with any kind of
Mor'i
to give prompt and efficient aer vice and trust to merit your patronage.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
H. G. Wenking, convalescing from pflatloa Mining
JfRtst of Npw Vxtcu Reports. fuV
For hire at aesvlar arlsss agglee snS saa-l- e horses.
typhoid fever, in an Albuquerque hos-:
full Hut
heel blanks
sbei
BACK
pital, was married this wtuk to Miss
USE
CC::iCTS
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
TEECECCniCtVPf
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
Johnson of Pierce! C ty, MisO.
Phone 139 Red
Mrs.
Santa Fe, N.M Mary
F.
P"ee Meek
Brown,
Agent.
If i'ou want anything on earth try
souri, who bad hurried to hit bedside
1
Mexican Want Ad.
when learning of his illnets. Rev. H. a
Phone Red No. 2.
Phone, Red No. 2)

Know In Every Loaf"

"The Best

? WCft t

Do GOOD

'

He weren't no saint them engineers
Is all pretty much alike
One wife' in
And another one here, in Pike;
A keerless man in his talk was Jim,
And an awkward man in a row,
But he never flunked, and he never
lied
I reckon he never knowed how.
Natchez-Under-the-Hi- ll

TRY IT

4

;

'

f

j

-

11

b

ten-thirt- y

GOOD EATING!

Imported Oilthe very best and Sardines,

Hardware Co.

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

Jhe

the'1"

Six Bijr Loaves for 25c.
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WHOLESALE
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RETAIL

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

LEO HERSCH

45

Celebrated Maiden Butfee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

45

PIANOS

PIANOS

l
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WOOD'YS HACK LINE
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R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
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FARE

W.

$5.00
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Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
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FRUIT BOXES

Restaurant

:

APPLE,
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LIVERY STABLE
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THE SANTA FE

TIME TABLE ALL

ONE WAY OUT.

LOCAL TRAINS

'S

Resident of Santa Fe Shows the

A

The following are tie time tables
of the local railroad I:
"A. T. A 8. F. Ry .

HELD A BRILLIANT FEIE

it;

8.10 a. m.

i- -t

9735-0765-

thet-Jacob-

1--

4

9021-0727-

Pla-cid- o

'

Notice for Publication.
Not coal land.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

'

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

.,

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
July 29,1911. U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
.
Notice is hereby given that Romaldo
July 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Pedro
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
30, 1906, made homestead entry, No. Gurule, of Lamy, N. M., who, on July
SW
10, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
for lot 3, and SE
Sw 914 and F! 1.9. NW
for lots 1 and 2, and S
section 25.
NE
section
M.
2, township 15 N,
15
E.
11
P.
N.
N,
range
township
meridian, has
meridian, has filed notice of intention range 10 E, N. M.
r
to make final
proof, to estab- been filed notice of Intention to make
lish claim to the land above described, finalr five year proof, to establish claim
before the register or receiver, TJ. S. to the land above described, before
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 17th day of
14th day of September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
August, 1911.
Claimant names as witness: NicoRivera of Santa Fe, N. M.; Pedro
Rivera, of Pecos, N. M.; Enriquez Riv- las Gutierrez, Bias Garcia, Guadalupe
era of Glorieta, N. M.; Bicente Lucero Maes, Juan Garcia, all of Canoncito,

9733-0765-

4

2

9633-759-

Fewer Attractions Than Last Summer, But Net Proceeds
Will Be About the Same. Plaza Looked Beautiful,
and Costumes of Fair Vendors Were Gorgeous.
Dance Concluded Festivities.
The lunar lawn fete given last night
and yesterday afternoon under the
auspices of the Woman's Board of
Trade of Santa Fe was a delightful
and successful affair. It turned the
city plaza into a scene' of beauty and
made it the mecca for Santa Feans,
v ho purchased willingly the pretty
wares offered them by the prettiest
of maids.
Though not on so large a scale as
that of last year and perhaps attend
ed by fewer people, the good ladies
who had worked so hard to make it
a success may rest satisfied, for the
supper was a satisfying repast and
the dance was a "dream" as the young
people say and the other attractions
were not lacking in patronage.
"It was with much pleasure
that
young and old tripped across' the
grassy lawns which, on other days of
the year, are exclusive. Then too,
the sound of the First Regiment band
playing in the south side of the plaza
was grateful to the ears and the hum
and buzz of conversation, the con
stantly moving throng and the little
shouts of the pretty girls with musical voices transported one to other
shores. And as in foreign lands the
forestiero" quickly separates from
his coin, so the passerby was parted
from
quickly and unceremoniously
his nickels, his dimes, aye his quarters
and half dollars.
Men who abhorred tobacco were
seen buying strong cigars rather than
displease some bewitching, coaxing
damsel and more than one young fellow purchased flowers and was seen
giving them away to the girl who was
not necessarily "his best."
You never can tell what will hap
pen at a fete!
The Booths.
On entering the park from the
northeast corner, one quickly reached
the Pergola which had four-fold

There was a Japanese ta
ble with many of the quaint articles
from Old Nippon; a cigar stand where
Ilavanas were to be had In all their
blackness and gaudy cased cigarettes
too; nearby was the real flowery island where sweet peas In huge, fragrant bunches and rosy boutonnieres
were not sold but given away, for the
smiles of the salesladies alone were
worth the price of the flowers.
Then too, there was a refreshment
of Pecos, N. M.
N. M.
stand where the thirsty were soothed,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
for all was not romance and senti
Register.
Register.
ment at these booths.
Brilliant Costumes.
The Spanish and Japanese, cos
tumes were greatly admired. One
saw the gorgeous shawls of Old Ma
drid, enveloping fair ones from snowy
neck to graceful ankle. The kimona,
EA.STTo
too, held sway and the "klmonese"
looked very dainty, just like their sis
SANTA FE, N. M., TO
ters in the Flowery Kingdom.
And the Sweets.
candy was not far away. It
Buffalo,- - - $64.95 wasAndthethereal,
$50.35
home made article, and
in eating it one was grateful that
44.35
?I.10 fudge making still is part of a young
Denver,
Louis,
lady's liberal education.
As usual there was a rush for the
18.15 sweets by the men who are connois76.35
New
seurs In buying candy (for their girl
friends). They knew just what they
- 16.35 wanted' and they got it, at about 60
75.95
cents per.
It was a good Investment for the
DA TEC T0 MANY 0THER principal POINTS IN sugar stimulated their hearts andTHE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO respiration to enable them to promelAlff HA I
l.ade around the plaza for hours and
PRIVILEGES.
then dance in the Library Hall for
LIBERAL LIMITS AND
more hours. Had they to go the same
distance at Camp Mills on a hike
For further particulars, see any Santa Fe Agent.
there would have been that' languid
M
N.
SANTA
:
FE,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
feeling which was not in evidence
at the finish last night.
,
five-yea-

Can-did-

o

PAGE THREE

Mrs. Wlttman and Mrs. Schumann.
The "Rummage Sale."
Previous to the fete, a rummage
sale was conducted by Mrs. Haynes
in front of the old palace and needless
to say It was a splendid success. The
articles sold like hot cakes and there!
was much fun while the sale was on.'
What it Was For.
..
iue iiroceeos oi me iair
amount to will be announced in a
or
day
two, as soon as reports fromi
the various committees are received, i
The first $100 will go toward the pur-.

BOARD OF TRADE

Way.
Only one way to cure a bad back.
Liniment and plasters may relieve

They won't cure it.
Backache means sick kidneys.
connect with No 3 weat- Doan's Kidney
ills are for bad
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
Santa Fe 12:10 kidneys.
Returning arrive
Santa Fe people back them up.
p. m.
Read a case of it:
4 p. mp connect with No. l, west
Hilaria Baca, Delgado St., Santa
bound.
a
Returning arrive at Santo Fe, 6:30 Fe, N. Mex., says: "About two and
half years ago I gave a public statep. m.
7:20 p. m. cocect with No. 7 and ment telling of my experience with
Pills.
They com
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eaetbound, Dona's Kidney
in
me
rid
of
my back
pains
pletely
Sani
Fe
11:19
Returning arr!v at
me off and on for
which
troubled
had
p. m.
months.
When I stooped or brought
a strain on my loins, I suffered more
D. A R. G. Ry.
severely and there were various
Leaves 10:16 a. m. for north.
difficulties which convinced ine
other
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
that my trouble came from disordered
I finally used Doan's Kid
kidneys.
Nv Mexico Central Ry.
Pills and they brought prompt
ney
Leave 6:45 p. m.t coniects with Na relief.
I continued taking them and
2 past and 1 south and west
was not long before every symptom
it
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections of trouble had disappeared."
from No. 3 east.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Mllbur-n
Notice for Publication.
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
Not coal land.
no other.
take
of
the
Interior,
Department
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Noticefor Puollcatlon.
Not coal.
July 29, 1911.
Notice Is hereby given that Jesus Department of tiie Interior,
Lopez of Pecos, N. M., who, on July U S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
30, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
July 31, 1911.
for the NE 4 of Section
Notice is hereby given
25, township 15 , range 11 E, N. M. P. Leyba of Galisteo, N. M., who , on
meridian, has filed notice of intention March 9, 1911, made homestead entry
of section
to make final five-yea-r
for SW
proof, to es- No.
tablish claim to the land above de- 14, township 12 N, range 12 E, N. M.
scribed, before register or receiver, U. P meridian, has filed notice of IntenS. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on tion to make final five year proof, to
the 14th day of September, 1911.
establish claim to the land above deClaimant names as witnesses: Ja- scribed, before register or receiver,
cinto Ortiz of Rowe, N. M.; Jose L. U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Martinez, ' Blcente Lucero, boto of on the 13tn day of September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Pecos, N. M.; and Juan Gonzales Ise-e- l,
of Glorieta, N. M.
Lopez, Emiterio Leyba, Macario
MANUEL B. OTERO,
Leyba, Isabel Leyba, all of Leyba,
Register. N. M.
Leave

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

place for 1912. Adjournment sine die.
Vice President
Rules for Editor.
Knowles News
There Is no fool etiquette about getWill Robinson
ting to the meeting. Come In your
Roswt'Il Reistf-r-Trtlmnon the hurricane deck of a bronauto,
J. M Wood
Local Secretary cho, by rail or walk.
Lake wood Progress
All
editors will have no
Railroad Rates.
censor over their actions, and no hisRates of one and
fare for tory of their conduct will be
kept.
the round trip have been made from
Leave your grouch at home.
all points on the Santa Fe. Ask your
If possible bring the ladies. The
railroad agent about it.
good women of Lakewood will be pre
ramm'"
pared to entertain them.
This association is open to all news,.m n. m. HPPietrafinn an
paper publishers, active or otherwise,
f
Public School east of the mountains, and all reput' B'
able printers. It doe
not receive
..
.
.
rder' Fre3ldent knockers, killjoys, or anybody who
"U
doesn't believe New Mexico is going
Jon,nson-inHeWelcome address, H. C. Holcomb, to be the best state on the map.
Lakewood.
Hon. T. X Mabry. Clov.s
?pon.e.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
President's address
(Not Coal Land.)
of
Committees.
Appointment
of the Interior,
Department
3:30 p. m. Address "My Friends,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
the Newspapers." Hon. V. J Mill
July 29. 1911.
Governor of New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
8:00 p. m. Reception given by the
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July'
'inursday Afternoon Club.
30, 1906, made homestead entry No.
for lot 4, SW
Saturday, September 2.
SW
9:00 a. u. "Why Is a Newsnaner?" Sec. 24, and the W
NW
Sec
George V. Johnson, editor Portales 25, Township 15 N Range 11 E., N.
Times
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
9:30 a.m. "Importance of the Local Intention to make final five year proof,
Newspaper as It Appears to a lay- to establish claim to the land above
man," Judge J. W. Dauron, Lakewood. described, before Register or Receiv10:00 a. m. "The Duty of the Town er, U. S.
Office at Santa Fe,
to the Local Newspaper," Will Robin X. M., on the 14th day of September,
son, editor Register-Tribune- ,
Roswell. 1911.
10:30 a. m. "Project Publicity," A.
Claimant names as witnesses:
M. Hove. Carlsbad.
Pedro Rivera, Jose Romero, both
11:00 a. m. "The Newspaper and of Pecos, N. M., Enriquez Romero, of
the Railroad," Hon. Thomas B. Galla-her- . Glorieta, N. M and Candldo Rivera,
cf Santa Fe, N. M.
of the Santa Fe Railway.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
12:00 m. Chuck Wagon Dinner.
1:30 p. m. "The Bar and the
Register.
Press," Captain E. P. Bujac, Carlsbad.
2:30 p. m. Report of Committee
If you want anything on earth try
election of officers; choice of meeting a Waat ad in the New Mexican
Dtan-Serretar-

e

dry-tow- n

one-fift-

h

I

...
rerthrokiherLtheey1irbye

1

Tr

making repairs on the buildine. Thus
the fete was for a most worthy cause.
The ladles in charge
L.
. wn,rf
"
"l

The band's last stirring air had floated
over the park and a new rival of the
fete sprang up.
It was the dance, the merry dance,
in the brilliantly lighted hall of the
Board of Trade. There, too, was
music and twinkling, little, slippered
feet gliding over a polished floor. The
dance held sway the rest of the evening and it was a fitting climax.
The music for the dance was furnish by Morrison's orchestra whfch
played with its old time enthusiasm.
The Committees.
The fete was under the general supervision of the president of the
Woman's Board of Trade, Mrs. B. M.
Thomas and the following commit-
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v. .n
o
J
cially on the "tea garden."
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PECOS VALLEY

PRESS ASSOCIATION

Arranged.

"
.

IB7

Will Meet at Lakewood, Eddy Court
ty, in September Fine Program

,

,

Lll"i.

rl

"::

I

.

S734-0763-S,

1-- 4

2

in

sending a program of the fifth annual
meeting of the Pecos Valley Press
Association which will meet at Lake-wootees:
on Friday and Saturday of SepMrs.
Arthur
Seligman,
Supper
1 and 2.
Says the program:
chairman; Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, assist- tember
ant chairman; assistants: Mesdames "Come and Enjoy
Those Chuck Wagon Dinners
All Sorts of Oratory
A Bath in Lake McMillan (Not
Compulsory.)
An Old Fashioned Fish Fry
,The Finest Tomatoes and Canta
loupes on Earth
A General Swapping
of Experi
ences."
Officers for

Spitz, Ervien, Amado Chaves, Woodruff, Abbott, S. G. Cartwright,
Anita Chapman, Crichton, Fiske,
Bartlett, March, Renehan, Kaune,
Laughlin; Miss Helen Laughlin, Miss
Frances Abbott, the Misses Kaune,
and Miss Phelps.
Japanese Booths.
Cigars Mrs. James Seligman, Mrs.
H. W. Moulton, Misses May Bergere, G. V. Johnson
Consuelo Bergere, and Miss Delgado.
All of these were gowned in Spanish
style, their shawls of exquisite texture having been arranged by Mrs.
Bergere who owns several that are
very beautiful.
Lemonade The Misses Manderfleld,
Mrs. Cleofes Romero, Mrs. E. A. Fiske,
Miss Mary McFie, Miss Amelia McFie,
Miss Herech, Miss Segura. They were
gowned in Japanese costumes and
looked most attractive.
Mrs. Paul A. F.
Confectionery
Walter, chairman; Mrs. Rupert F. As- plund. Miss Simmons, Mrs. F. E. Nud- Miss
ing, and Miss Olivia Cutting,
Virginia Bean and Miss Ruth
Ber-ger- e,

Portalcs Times

F. Mullane

B.

1910-191-

President

fill

lnd

r7Vi

tii

5

Floral Booth

Miss Kate Muller,
Miss Onefre Wagner, Miss Rosina Bergere, Miss Dolores Bergere, Miss
Norma Fiske.
Decorative Tags Miss May Mar
tinez and Miss Mamie Creamer.
Country Store Mrs. R. J. Palen,
chairman; Mrs. F. C. Wilson; Mrs.
Winter, Mrs. Charles L. Bishop, Mrs.
Harroun, Mrs. Garrett and Miss At
kinson.
Ice Cream Mrs. Sparks, chairman;
Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Hanna, Mrs. Hogle,

kv,

jit

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

Chicago,
St.

CLEARANCE SALE
OF MEN'S, LADIES' AND

ColoradoSp'gs,

York,

CHILDREN'S

Pueblo,

Boston,

IftW

I

LJ

STOP-OVE-

CC

Ice Cream Too.

Those who wanted a more restful,
reposeful time, wended their way to
the ice cream tables and there the;
had little mountains of the snowy
g
article, and they also
bad a chance to talk to "her" as she
bad to "him."
Country 8tore.
Those of a more bucolic frame of
mind hied to the country store, which
was well supplied with articles usually found in such places and the ladles
in charge were kept extremely busy
waiting on their wide circle of customers, which extended around the

New Mexico Military

Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
'

ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL,

To-pe-

VW

SENSATIONAL PRICES

dp

?

Your choice

$4.00.

N. M

Baggage allowance 100 lbs. rt
eaoh regular ticket, excess
baggag
rate or gs.oo per honored lbs
ai
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunki or baggage, up to 1,600 lbs-

ui

-

Special rates are given tor exeur
slons, for eight or more passengers.
For further Information, write the
Roswell Auto Co.. Roswell, N. 11

STOCKARD,

MANAGES
t

a

!

a

1

Latest Styles:

Tan, Russian Calf,
Patent Leather.
Ca.

t

and
LACE

liViyi-

EXTRA

urn

8., 5

?

:
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Pi

Lfi i:?

;L50

fete with genuine money- opportunities. We are

our greatest efforts into
likewise our greatest value.

t Ag

Consisting of this seas'

Pate

-

A

and Oxfords
We have assembled

LADIES' SHOES AND OXFORDS
200 pairs of High
Grade Oxfords

Men's Shoes
all

the odd styles and sizes and
OXFORDS reduced
their prices to such
an extent that we are sure
"; MHNC1NG
to move them. 5ome have
been reduced 25 per cent,
rate. Come
at
Aug 5th, 1911, some
in and let us show you what
we have, and how much we
can save you by buying
12th your shoes from us.

August

ON

Over

ON- -

1-

$1.00

A ROUSING SALE

The decorations were very attrac
tive, especially around the pergola
where the Japanese lanterns shed a
soft glow and the clinging vines, real
or make believe, added to the prettl-nes- s
of the picture.
"
The Supper.
Between the hours .of 6 and 8 sup
per was served in Library Hall by a
large committee of ladies and the
supper , was all that one could crave
There were cold meats, chilly meats
and ices; there were vegetables ' and
spices; the apple sauce was then of
Itself worth the price of admission.
There were Japanese - napkins, too,
The hall was attractively decorated
and the supper was all the more en
joyable by the arrival from time to
time of ladles clad In their magnifi
cent, stunning shawls and kimonaa
More than one fair arm, bare except
for the heavy gold bracelets below
and bands above the elbow attracted
admiration as it conveyed a cup of
steaming coffee to its owner's pretty
lips. And more than one pair of flash'
lng black eyes transported those
from "feeds and tests" to nobler
thoughts of the olden days of chiv
alry; of maidens fair and Spanish
castles In the air!
The Dance It onl
The hours flew swiftly by and soon
the .sweets had been eaten or taken
home; the flowers had gone, and the
prettily costumed maids had tripped
homeward for a change of costume.
-

;

Carrying the TJ. 8. maO and
sengers between Vaughn, N. at, and
RosweH, N. It connecting with tie
83 Paae ft Southwestern and Rock Inland Railroads and the Atchison,
ft Santa re Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arrive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:S0 a. m, ar,
rive In Vanghn at 8:30 p. m.

Pairs Ladies' Shoes,
odds and ends. Values
to $2.50. Your choice

V

The Decorations.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
la all respects. '.
, REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary.
'
and W. A. FINLET.
r
For particulars and Illustrated ca- -.
'
tolcgues address:
Superintendent

Saturdr,

store.

season.

J

50

palate-pleasin-

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department
"
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the

I

SHOES

R

SAVE MONEY

LOT

IE

tiEY REPRESENT in most instances the best
o;
,rsthe most sought after styles. They have
lost their commercial value to us.
They are just
as desirable, just as valuable to you as if we had a
hundred pair of every size. THEY. ARE TO BE
LD AT ONCE, and in our determination
to close
lem out we neither look at their cost nor
at their
alue. They are marked to go at a
price that will
lake you long remember this sale in our
value.
v.
giving history.
We fit all shoes carefully and
guarautee them
fo give satisfaction.

-3

200 Pr. Ladies' Can

vas Oxfords in
white, gray, bVn
and tan colors.
Values to $3.00.

Your choice.

95c

1

20

tion

4"

vis-a-v- is

,'
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LOW SHfl: V A
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and
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THE
JOHN PrlUEGER SHOEMAN
We Do What We Advertise.
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A GRAND

SANTA PE NEW MEXICAN

PROJECT.

;

.
8. J. PALEN, President.
i .J. B. READ, Cashier.
The proposition to continue the
L A. Bl'GBESk
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
Scenic Highway from Santa Fe to AlTHE NEW "1LXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
buquerque via the Pajarito, Rito de los
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Frijoles. Stone Lions of Cochiti to
Vice President.
Editor and President.
Cochiti, as an alternative of the La
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Bajada route, is a grand project, that
General Manager.
Secretary-Treasureis not only feasible but will become a
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
some day. The sooner that
reality
Eutered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
day. the sooner New Mexico and esSANTA
3.50
pecially Albuquerque and Santa Fe,
mall
-RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six month, by
!
will reap a great harvest from the
25
'..
Daily, per week, by carrier
six months
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW
enterprise. Eighteen miles of that
.75 Weekly,
carrier...
by
aconth,
Dally, per
2.00 proposed road to Buckman, are in
year
per
MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.
Weekly,
.65
LTON-ESPmail
E
COMPANY
MOU
Daily, per month, by
50 fairly good condition, another eighteen
Dally, per year, by mail........ 7.00 Weekly, per quarter
miles to the Rito de los Frijoles have
v :
:
:
some superb stretches of natural road
$150,000
SANTA FE, N. W
COUNTY.
GENERAL AGENTS,
FE
SANTA
OF
PAPER
OFFICIAL
and can today be used to the edge of
80,000
" The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to the Frijoles Canon by automobiles.
circulation The remaining eighteen miles cross
and
a
and
growing
has
large
in
Territory,
the
every postotfice
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
of the Southwest.
a fairly flat mesa with several deep
anion, the intelligent and progressive people
Loans
money on the most favorable terms on ail kinds of perbe
to
would
have
bridged,
gulches that
sonal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
or crossed by means of switch-backA little beyond Cochiti, the main La
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
Bajada road would be joined. It would
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
be a triumph of road building for the
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
CHORD.
RIGHT
THE
Scenic
a
have
to
STRUCK
Highway
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
territory,
v
THE SUNSET TRAIL.
Roosevelt before the steel from Las Vegas going by way of El
President
across
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest alWindow
Frames,
Wainscotting,
The proposed "Sunset Trail"
MounMouldings,
old trust investigation committee gave the Porvenir, Harvey's Ranch, Elk
the
lowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
over
must
Door
pass
continent
Ceiling,
Frames,
the
Sash, Doors,
Democrats something to think about tain and Chaperito Ridge down WilCasings, Base,
six
Santa Fe Trail. At least one leg of when he declared clearly and boldly low Creek to the upper Pecos, then
months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on consignCustom
Work,
Run
Dry
Flooring
it must. Eventually, there may be his motives in sanctioning the pur- down the upper Pecos to the Macho,
of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
ments
another leg through the Northwest, chase of the Tennessee Coal and Iron to connect with the Scenic Highway
Cabinet
General
also
;
Fixtures
Church
and
Bank
ol
its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
Office, Bar,
but for the present, and primarily, it
over the Dalton Divide down the SanAll work
the steel trust."
Work.
by
Custom
Company
and
Odd
Jobs
open
be
can
kept
as
liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety
that
road
Turning,
Work,
must be a
and thence
Colonel Roosevelt will lose nothing ta Fe canon to Santa Fe,
reasonable.
and
prices
the entire year, even in the coldest
and
the principles of sound banking.' Safety deposit boxes for
satisfactory
Cliff
Park,
guaranteed
Dwellings
with emphasis and a wealth to the Pajarito
winter. The New Mexican heartilly - by talking
Stone
the
los
de
to
Rito
the
furnished
Frijoles,
The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
rent.
Estimates
the
cheerfully
of
for
as
he
waits
share
your patronage.
We solicit a liberal
favors thft sucsestion of the Albuquer- o detail, so long
Lions of Cochiti and Painted Cave, to
occasion.
made
be
effort
proper
aue Journal that every
the Tndian villages of Cochiti, Santo! Plans,
automoThere was a good deal of
by New Mexico newspapers,
Domingo, San Felipe, and thence into
so
of
the
or
first
to
Specifications, Etc.
the
year
during
bile and Good Roads Associations,
Albuquerque and Isleta. It would be
as
a
movements
in favor
private
factors
be
many
out
the
point
a road of 150 miles that could
citizen, to the effect that he meant to matched ;
of the Southwestern Route.
against any similar high
the
before
himself
prominently
in the world as to
Nor must it be forgotten that the keep
There is enough water power run strong; bulk of sales, ?7.407.60;
anywhere
way
deal
of
the
a
butch
i)ntil he lost good
stretch from Las Vegas to Albuquer- people which he took with him out of scenic grandeur and human interest, ning to waste in New Mexico to turn heavy, $7.50 7.65; packers and
most at- respect
would be the superbest part ol every wheel and spindle in tne greai ers, $7.407.60; lights, 7.357.60.
and
que, will be the grandest, the
.
.;
White House.
market
Sheep Receipts, 2,000;
"Sunset Trail." And less money manufacturing state ol Micnigan
tractive portion of this Sunset Trail. theHe has been
silent of late, the
suitably
fac
tha
I
')'
furniture
leaibs,
muttons,
and
were
been
$3.003.75;
Williarn Vaughn, Prop;,;;
spent
by
automobile
strong;
complet
has
lj c
than
already
whose
Scenic
If that
Highway
was
to,"
when
he
decomspoken'
f
fed
"speakingwould
and
wethers
the
doubt
yearlins,
on
not
this
almost
least
$5.507.10;
the
highway
tories supply
ed, there would be
his remarks, territory
in
$3.254.50; fed western ewes, $2.50
mand of the continent.
Best
One
that the Southwest route would be and chiefly to confining
plete it.
the
in
his
department
3.G0.
otherwise,
over
v
after
spinning
for
here,
chosen,
to
Outlook.
TTnless a vigorous effort is made
ROOMS IN BUITi: WITH PRIVATE BATH
the plains of Kansas, over the mesas
Manufacturing statistics for a
Fe
His ready and pointed speech before
x
of towns made public today,, dem- collect delinquent taxes Santa
south of Raton, the tourist in his auto
LIMIT.
THE
Cuisine and
Large Sample
committee in New York, onstrate that manufacturing Indus county will face a deficit at the ena
would plunge into the dense pine for- the Stanley
Boom for Com
Cu
to
school
Service
Table
creditable
was
and
the
and
altogether
In
Saturday,
city
the
brooks
of
the
of
year
locating
nrp
eradually
a
rivers,
into
would
trips
fire
"You say you
region
go through
ests,
inorcial Travelers
for
him
Unexcelled
ready
much
be
will
is
pinched
district
the
of
tremendous peaks
progress
west, although
and water falls,
and water for me?"
The former president affirmed, with sinwpr than it should be. Pueblo funds.
and
nnnl ennnns
obv
"Yes, darling."
effect of elation which has charac
WASHINGTON AVENUE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
"Would you turn, from all your peoColorado, by many regarded as a
flower decked vales. From Santa Fe the
blind
rage
in
their
most
of
his
utterances,
Democrats
public
The
run'terised
produccenter,
would
he
manufacturing
sake?"
for
to
south
my
great
Albuquerque,
ple
of the merged in 1910 only $3,5)0,000 worth of because they cannot rule are shaking
hv ruins nf communal dwellings and that he not only approved
"Yes, sweetheart, If you demanded it,
aflf
with
one
all
of
house
as
prosperity
much
the
of
corporation
as
large
half
ing
about
t would deny them all for you."
the pillars
buried pueblos, he would pass through
goods, or
to of New Mexico. Trinidad, Colorado, even though they themselves will be
"Would you renounce all your friends,
Santo Domingo and other Indian vil- other, in 1907, but that he wishes it
ruins
the
as
under
the
all
be understood that he takes
if I wished it?"
the first to be buried
produced $814,000 worth, or about
lages the like of which is to be fdund
blame from those who have regarded much as. Albuquerque with its railroad of the crumbling edifice.
on
"My love, I would turn my back
inly in New Mexico, it would be the
c
oi the octopus shops and lumber mills. Little Rock.
each and all of them for you."
scenic stretch of the road,, that those the merger as a triumpii
over the common people.
"Would you give up smoking for
Aikansas, makes a much better show WHEAT MARKET HAD
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
coming from the "east or the west
TONE TODAY, me?"
United States, ing, for the value of its manufactures
EASY
of
As
the
."
if
president
Even
reach.
to
they
be
would
eager
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
$7,000,000,
"Willingly gladly, dearest."
went no further, they would he sar- - Colonel Roosevelt heartily favored the- in th census year exceeded nroduct
of
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have
me
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"Would
Weakness;
the
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because
value
onuaiiinir
it
the
prein
Material
you
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Corn
question,,
fcfioH that thoir trio had been worth merger
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
w mild ha v factories, mills and shops in all of
vmtjarl a hip- fnilnrp
ning doggies, with real lace handkerOats Dropped Because of Slow
while.
well lighted and, ventilated,
Arto
cute
little
in
chiefs
their
pockets,
resulted in other failures, and which New Mexico, while Hot Springs,
Demand; Provisions Heavy.
UI ""
act as my bridesmaids?"
Rooms en suite with private bath an phone.
a million dolalmost
toward
done
much
would
have
produced
ihl
kansas,
of that stretch of
Al (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
I may be crazy,
"No!
more
than
heaven,
By
FINE SAMPLE ROOM,
or
$200,000
severe
al
and
in
lars
worth,
panic.
from but there Is a limit to my madness."
Scenic highway between Albuquerque ;
nf
Even Argenta, ArKansas,
Chicago, 111., Aug. 11. Relief
Colonel buquerque.
RATES $2.50 TO
CHEERFUL DINING
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The place where satis
faction is absolutely
guaranteed. Nothing
but the best the mar.
ket affords for sale. We
still adhere to our old
policy first established
by us of
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Death this morning at 2 o'clock,
closed the weary eyelids of one of I
the truest and noblest women of Santa
Fe. Mrs. M."" Jeun Warner, after d
brave and long fight against the infirmities of age, succumbed to paral-- '
ysis and heart failure. A resident of
Santa Fe for many years, there was
pci-sona- lly
10
All WOtK
always sunshine in the path which she
,
trod; charities innumerable are to her
credit in the Golden Book and she was
CHIF-JU- M
of
A
beloved by all. To the newcomer to
IIICT
Santa Fe, often ill and homesick, she
FONEERS
'
gave the glad hand of welcome, she a
'
LOOK THEM OVER.
spoke cheefully and extended courte-- ;
Corn-Fe- d
sies and personal favors that are so
Hand-painte- d
China.
grateful to the stranger in a strange
Exquisite Designs of
land. She gave away her substance and
Beef, Pork, Mutton,
believed most thoroughly in the Bibli-- !
AKERS-WANE- R
cal maxim that it .8 more blessed to
Veal and Lamb.
give than to receive. As a worker for
Santa Fe, she possessed the spirit of
the true booster; as a member of the
Woman's Board of Trade, she worked Home-Dresse- d
XX x
XX XX X
Poultry, Fresh
assiduously for a more beautiful ana
a better Santa Fe; as organist of the Fish, Fruits and
Vegetables
First Presbyterian church for many
With a Big Eastern Vaudeville.
years, as a lover of good music, she
8how 3 Big Acts and Pictures.
was a great influence lor culture in
SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
K
Prices 15 and 20 cents.
Santa Fe social circles, in which she BAKING
POWDER AND EXTRACTS- was always a welcome guest. To her;
tt
ft:
SOMETHING YOU NEED EVERY DAY IN
YEAR
there was no city or town the equal
ft
ft
of Santa Fe, no people quite so lova- Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory.
ft
ble and sociable as those of this city,
ana she always took pains to impress
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
::
::
ft
ft
this optimism upon every one with
214
Don
Avenue.
ft
Qasper
ft
whom she came in contact. In her de'A
St.
she
lived
at
Vincent's
clining years
ft
ft
hospital, and the good Sisters of Charft
ft
ity smoothed the pillow for her and
ft
waited upon her loyally and faithfully,
ft
ft
during her last illness.
PROPRIETOR.
DRY
GOODS
CO. ftft
Her Biography.
ft
The biography of Mrs. Warner will
ft
ft
if
appear later in order to allow some
X X X X X X X
K X X
of her friends to prepare it accurately.
comes
Hundreds of letters and papers will
be gone over for this purpose.
r;'
Funeral Arrangements.
The funeral will take P'ace at 4
10
A
p m. tomorrow, Saturday, and will be
v
held from the First .Presbyterian
church, the Rev. B. Z. 'McCollough 'conof
,',
ducting the services. :,.
our
through
The honorary pall bearers will be
THAT
tell-in- g
Former Governor L. Bradford Prince,
Dr. W. S. Harroun, Thomas P. Gable,
of the GOOD QUALProfessor 3. A, Wood,. General Charles
IS OUR LEADER--sur- e
:
WE CAN SECURE YOU A PURCHASER.
IF SO, LIST WITH US.
F. Easley, and S. Spits. The active
ITIES OF OUR DRUGS, that
pall bearers will be Charles C. Catron,
?.
we might lead you to reF. E. McBride, Charles L. Bishop, T.
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no
be Z. Winter, Frank Lavan, and R. H.
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The reputation of this old, reliable medicine, for constipation, indigestion and liver trouble, is firmly established. It does not imitate
other medicines. It ia better than
others, or it would not be the favorite liver powder, with a larger
sale than ail others combined.
SOLD IN TOWN
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IN SANTA

OR
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BY
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PEOPLE

Went In and Out of Their Humble Casas Ministering
Unto Them.

big men, while General Carleton was
one Inch over the six feet. They were
an Imposing lot those long dead fighters, and no other, uniformly, as handsome officers ever followed them.
Aside from a dignified,
Imposing
presence, McKee had one of the kindest of hearts. His life iff Santa Fe
was one long act of charity and sacrifice. The Mexican people worshipped
him; they would have been afraid to
offer him money for his services, bat
they showed their gratitude in a lavish pouring out of whatever they had
in their humble homes. In green chili
time when McKee said the people
died by scores and the wail of the
funeral dirge was a daily occurence
old women, young women, little children would be squatting in the placita
waiting for "El Doctor" to appear and
accept their offering, all peeled and
ready for old Tom, the cook. When
chilis were richly red, again squatted
his adorers under the portals and overhead hung great garlands of their precious winter food. Mutton there was,
and chickens, of all ages, and all the
wonderful things the Mexican housewife made of calabasa, of tuna, of
berry and apricot. If was touching to
the tender hearted doctor but it was
embarrassing, too; he did not want the
presents, and he could not always
find out from whom they came. When
made in person he had a way of re-

The People's Common Sense Medical Adviser, in Plain
English, or Medicine Simplified, by R. V. Pierce, M. D.,
Chief Consulting Physician to the Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute at Buffalo, a book of 1008 larte pages and
over 700 illustrations, in strong paper covers, to any one sending 21 one-cestamps to cover cost of mailing nly, or, in French Cloth binding for 31 stamps.
Over 680,000 copies of this complete Family Doctor Book were sold in cloth
binding at regular price of $1.50. Afterwards, one and a half million copies
were given away as above. A new,
revised edition is now ready
for mailing. Better send NOW, before all are gone. Address World's
R.
V. Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y.
Medical Association,

'

nt

DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION

1'Mlt ONE REMEDY for woman's peculiar ailments good enough
that it makers are not afraid to print on its outside wrapper its
every ingredient. No Secrets No Deception.
Trift ONE REMEDY for women which contains no aloohol and
no
drugs. Made from native medicinal forest roots
of well established curative value.
habit-formi-
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Far rates and full informatics address

EUGENE FOX,
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As the New Mexico Historical Soci
ety has come into possession of the lit
Dr. McKee
An Ordinance Regulating the Liquor tle pamphlet, written by
JULY WET AND COOL
est local monthly mean was 79.2 de
of the army, entitled "A Narrative of
Traffic.
THROUGHOUT TERRITORY. grees at Carlsbad, and the lowest 56.2
Be It Ordained by the City Council of the Surrender of United States Forces
degrees at Red River Canyon. The
the City of Santa Fe. New Mexico: at Fort Fillmore" in 1861 it may be
Aa Much as Eight Inches of Precipi- highest temperature recorded was 102
licensed
saloons interesting to read a little about the
Section 1. That all
tation in Some Sections an
degrees at Plainview on the 30th, and
in the City of Santa Fe, shall be clos- author by one of his old friends of the
Flood Damage Was Done.
the lowest 32 degrees at Red River
ed each day of the week at the hour years succeeding the Civil War. At
Canyon on the Bame day. The
of 2 o'clock a. m. and shall remain the time I met McKee he was a major
The month of July 1911, was the est local monthly range was 55great
de
5
m.
of
the
o'clock
a.
until
closed
wettest thus far recorded since 1895, grees at San Rafael, and the least 28
in rank and the medical director of
on
the
first the district of New Mexico of which
same day. except that
when sufficient stations were estab- degrees at Truchas, while the
lished in New Mexico to afford a rea- est local daily range was 47 atgreatday of tne week, commonly called Brigadier General James Henry Carle- Ara-godonor's
to
the
sonable average. It was also the coolSunday, they shall he closed at 12 ton was commandant.
carried
joy
turning that
on the 31st. The district avero'clock midnight on Saturday nights
out
the
was wiped
est, with the one exception of July, ages were as follows: No: 7 (CanaIt was the evening of Sept. 7, 1866, heart while there
and remain closed until 5 o'clock a.
debt. There was no home in Santa Fe 1906, with an average of 70.2 degrees. dian and Northeast) 70.8; No. 8
in
had
ambulance
stopped
and
my
m. on Monday mornings, of each and
or The rainfall of the month was fairly
"The Judge too poor for McKee to enter, day
(Pecos and Rio Grande) 69.9; N o.9
every week during the entire year; front of my future home,
to the sick; unlike well distributed over the territory, alminister
to
now
70.9 degrees.
is
night
on
what
western)
and on the first day of the week, com- Joab Houghton Casa,"
came
in local showers. The
physician, who "makes though it
the
In those days
avenue.
Washington
between
the
called
Precipitation.
Sunday,
monly
1,
nn0A
lotof hrU2a WiPnP no night calls" and few by day - driest districts were those along the
hours of midnight on Saturday night
The average precipitation for the
to "see P- -ts by ap- eastern, border from central Union
and
last
of
the
prefers
name
the
and 5 a. m. on Monday morning, all designated by
county southward to southern Cha territory, determined from the records
m
curtains, shades, screens and other ob tenant, and although the headquarters poiniment
ves, also small areas in northwest of 139 stations, was 4.55 inches, or
never
structions shall be raised, lowered, of the district occupied one end of it, Christian gentleman
l
Dona Ana, west 1.94 above the normal and 2.93 greater
Otero,
nami. iw uuuui
opened or otnerwise so disposed of in and the judge's family the other, it Helping
who ern Socorro and Grant, and from the than July, 1910. The greatest monthliving
women
and
men
stilling
s
every saloon in the City of Santa Fe was always called "Judge Houghton
Doc- middle Rio Grande valley southward. ly amount "was 11.54 inches at Torbecame will bear me out in saying that
s to afford an unobstructed view Casa." In after years it
Small areas within these districts had rance, and the least 1.3G at Agricultur
worked
Lamy
and
McKee
Bishop
tor
less than two inches of rainfall, al College. The greatest amount in
through all windows, and glass doors known as "The Lehman Spiegelberg
And
deeds.
charitable
side in
of such saloon into the interior there house," later I heard it called "Mrs. side by
while all of these districts had less I any 24 hours was 5:80, inches at Tor- two were close friends. It couR
of and especially into the bar room and Bush's boarding house;" whether it these
than four inches. On the other hand, ranee on the 9th; Artesia had 5.50
otherwise. The prelate, in the
other place or places in said saloon has gone up or down in its variegated not be
schol- large areas exceeded six Inches and inches in a few hours on the 24th, and
a
manhood,
where liquor is or may be1 drunk.
vicissitudes I do not know but at the vigor of his splendid
and a most a numoer 01 small areas exceeueu , uarlsbad, 3.75 inches. There was an
Sec. 2. That it is made the duty of time I am writing about, it was the ar, a courtly gentleman,
giving an average for the ter-- average of 12 days with 0.01 inch or
was entirely m ac eight, of
" humble Christian
all the owners of or any person or mOSlt imposing nutmi m tVlfl TVI.
4:55 Inches. This is 0.16 inch more precipitation. The district
ritory
f
as
with such a i,llontlivnniar
than the average for July, ages were as follows: No. 7 4.16
persons employed in any saloon In the eblo and carried the proud distinc- - cord
a
lifeof
the
lived
one
that1
McKee The
wettest month. inches; No. 8, 4.82 inches; No. 9, 4.39
City of Santa Fe, to forbid any and all tion of being the only house s
the other pro 1895, the previous
minors from entering and frequenting aicin t leas, ueiore we v.j
nau vueeu m it -rennenized Christian,
septemDer, iau4, ana au- inches.
J - - .rvaolal faith hut. July,
the saloon or saloons, owned or con a week I was prepared to dispute that essmg
all exceeded 4.00 incnes
1907,
gust,
CHARLES E. LINNET,
aU-l- ived
for h is
trolled by the said owners; and the
average precipitation for the territory.
with all Santa Fe. The bugles mug
Section Director.
-said owners or employes shall notify were sounding "Retreat" as lThere was a slight deficiency in
"
the city marshall who have been for- ed down from my wagon, tired, hun- southwest Union county, southwest
bidden to enter such saloon or saloons; gry, and . oh so homesick, for my ana tney ivu
Dona Ana, cenMora, south-centrthat any person who sells or gives intral San Miguel and central and eastextoxicating liquor of any kind or de- uu jruveruur s lomuu.
usi, we
rtnM "cm nn a ern Chaves, elsewhere a general
Palace.
"
exscription whatever, to a minor, or to sliehtlv-stoonecess
in
officer came out of three times a
occurred,
precipitation
W. F. Reed, Albuquerque.
of
any person to be given to a minor, headquarters-lou- d as i in answer to the quiet, old tear" in army language
ceeding five inches in northeastern
W. D. Shea, City.
and get lost, roi Rio
be
thereof,
shall, upon conviction
wails of an eleven days' old that primitive day
Arriba, extreme northwest San! M. L. Kahn, Pueblo.
a week nobody would see him and no
fined as hereinafter provided.
streams
and
The
Luna.
central
Miguel
who was being gingerly
Mr. and Mrs. Elias Clark, Alcalde.
old Tom, knew where he of the
Sec. 3. That it shall be unawful youngster
territory carried a large flow
handled by an utterly incompetent one, except
Solomon Luna, Los Lunas.
as
was
he
for any persons to assemble on the
he
When
reappeared,
of water throughout the month, and;'
Irish girl, who was "a long sight above was.
as ever; by in- local flood damage occurred at fre- - J. W. Bailey, Denver.
as
streets, sidewalks in front of any her business,"
dignified
genial,
cook
John
as my negro
Jose L. Olivas, Sapello.
never asked any questions quent intervals. The San Juan, the
saloon, or in the rear or back yard said he had been a
messenger in the stinct we
his
Montezuma.
about
of any saloon for the puropse of drink
were
curiosity
or
any
and
Pecos
Rio
Grande
the lower
betrayed
"Whitehouse" in the days of President
Mr. and Mrs. Walter M. Tabor, Glo
flood
ing intoxicating liquors from bottles Polk
unusual
had
absence.
and
high,
on
especially
considered
was
authority
or otherwise, and it shall be unlawful ..11 and
But one day a terriD.e thing happen- conditions at times. Many severe rieta.
am in nr fhn AtVli.a TUt,.
for the owner of any saloon to allow
thunderstorms occurred, and several A. M. Edwards, Farmington.
eu.
uenerai
in
naicu,
r.,it nf the
E. R. Chambers, Farmingn
such assemblage in the rear or back
was on deaths by lightning.
Country"
Lower
the
"in
ment
army. "Let me have that baby," a
C. B. Stubblefield, Alcalde.
yard of his place of business.
and the guest of McKee. It was
leave
was
coolness
of
month
the
genThe
arms
while
two
huge
Sec. 4 That any person or persona gruff voice said,
one of the. majors eral, and in marked contrast to the Mrs. G. B. Howard, City.
bundle of scarlet Apache not the time for
H. F. Robinson, Albuquerque.
was Hazen an of- excessive heat of the central valleys
nor
violating any of the provisions of this gathered the
disappearances,
be
thereof, blankets from the woman, "I'll me ficer who drank to excess indeed it and the eastern states. There was a Mrs. E. C. Toms, St. Louis.'
ordinance, upon conviction
J. F. Graham, Shawnee, Oklahoma,
shall be punished by a e of not less damned if she didn't give him to
was an army impression that he was general deficiency
in temperature
Marshal L. Spahr, St. Louis.
than $10.00 nor more than $50.00, or upside down. I beg your pardon Mad- one of the sober ones.
The major throughout the territory, exceedingly
fellow is
Coronado.
vici- 4
not
but
imprisonment for a period of not less am but I'm McKee and this
of
Fe
a
a
Santa
in
central
spirited,
drove
day
degrees
pair
to be my especial care. What's he
L. J. Mertz, Mountainalr.
than ten days nor more than
a
aftc
dinner,
and
Rio
northeastern
black
Arriba,
ponies,
county,
ous,
anI
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Whiting,
days for the first offense; and for sub got? Colic? Colic "No," spitefully
the native wine served with southwestern Mora, western Valencia
"He has the same disease with only
on
Out
sequent offenses by a fine of not less swered.
difand southwestern Grant. Marked
it the two men went driving.
Augustin Vigilu y Valdez, Ledoux.
than $25.00 nor more than $100.00, or his mother has, he's disgusted." The the Fort Union road the ponies shied, ferences occurred between the plains
t
face
serious
J. Morn, Trinidad, Colo.
his
not
and
doctor
of
laughed
ran
imprisonment for a period
nd
mountain!
and
teeth
the
and
their
into
country
valley
the bits
J. Coleman, Los Cerrillos.
less than thirty days nor more than broke into a glory of geniality and pity. got miles before McKee was thrown districts; thus at Alamogordo ? the
for
ninety days or by both such fine and "You poor, little homesick woman. Just out, and Hazen escaped all injury by average temperature for the month.
ALBUQUERQUE TO HAVE
imprisonment, in the discretion of the wait till you get a drink out of 'The
in the carriage till the mad- was 77 degrees, while at Cloudcroft
INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH.
court.
Rio Chiquito' and you will never want staying
ex- it was only 60 degrees; at Albuquer i
from
sheer
dened horses stopped
Sec. 5. That this ordinance shall to see the states again." I, probably,
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riAcrrana
was
uora
tra
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insenwas night when the
Methodists Have Already
be in full force and effect from and sniffed at this and followed the giant haustion. It McKee
Expended
was brought in, the Ellis ranch, in the Sandias, only
of
after its passage and approval, and all surgeon into the house. For many sible body before he was able
ov
xvvoa
iu
to
nno
leave
unuiit
it
uit
weeks
ubgiwi
Structure.
ordinances and parts of ordinances in years after the doctor and I were fast and
room. He rallied but he was never and at Winsors 59 degrees; at Taos
conflict are herewith repealed.
friends and I never knew a loftier his same
7
was
Red
Rivet
at
and
it
and
degrees
relieved
again. He was
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 11. To
Passed this 1st day of August, 1911. character nor a purer one than of the
56 degrees.
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long leave. After a year, or canyon
confer
given
with the members of the High- ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
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Born
McKee.
James
in,
Cooper
The cloudiness of the month was unhut nevt.r
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Mayor. near, Butler, Pa., of sturdy stock, he more, he returned to duty
Attest:
ouite the same. He never drank an usual, especially in the western ad Rer. Samuel E. Allison,
regarding
T. P. DELGADO,
made his own way in the world. His
other drop of any kind of liquor, nor the northern counties. Santa Fe only plans for the completion of the new
City Clerk.
medical education was obtained in
smoked another cigar this had been, recorueu 48 per cem oi tne possiuie
Methodist
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Philadelphia and his first experience one of his comforts in his bHy life. sunshine, while Roswell had 67 per Highland
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of
corner
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Centrai
at
the
Notice for Publication.
as a surgeon was in the army of the
He was competent to attend to some cent, considering the territory, as a nue and Arno street is the chief object
Not coal land.
Potomac. He was at that time in the
whole
were
15
there
eight clear days,
of the visit here Sunday next of Dr.
of the details of his profession, but the
Department of the Interior,
volunteers, but his services were so
was gone. partly cloudy and eight cloudy days. W. F. McMurray, D.D., secretary of
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. valuable that he was transferred to old time power of initiative
and he went up The relative humidity of the month the Church Extension
Board of the
July 29, 1911. the corps of the regular establishment As the years went by,
In was high (for New Mexico,) and the Southern Methodist church. He will
Notice is hereby given that Seferino and ordered to the district of New in rank, he was near the top and
for the coveted surgeon genera number of days with 0.01 inch or more arrive Sunday morning at 10:55 and
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who en July Mexico. This was after the surrender line
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greater than preach in the church morning and
had often said to close precipitation was one-ha30, 1906, made homestead entry, No, of Fort Fillmore, but that infamy was ship, he
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ister or receiver, U. S. Land Office at am very glad that the society has ob- though he was nowhere near imbecil- ported
of the church making a
south and southeast.
number
like
more
was
he
never
and
was,
Santa Fe, N. M., on tne 14th day of tained one, as mine went "in the ity,
total investment to date of $7,000.
love of books,
his
retained
He
child.
a
Temperature.
1911.
September,
The original plans called for a two
great San Francisco fire." The doc- of animals, and his great, loving huThe .mean temperature of the month,
Claimant names as witnesses:
tor lived in what has been known by
story
building with all the completely
He
for
man
human
suffering.
heart
Dodetermined from the records of 70
Gonzales, Jose L. Martinez,
modern Santa Feans as "The Frank
equipped
departments of a fully modfor
several
lived
stations, having a mean altitude ot ern institutional church which if carmingo Martinez, Juan Jose Martinez, Clancy house" adjoining the residence was retired and
that the goal of about 5,000 feet, was 70.3 degrees, or
all of Pecos, N. M.
of Judge Prince, which was then call- years never realizing
ried out would make the edifice one
been reached
MANUED R. OTERO,
ed "The Sena Casa." As I saw the his ambition had long He had never 2.3 degrees below the normal and 3.9 of the finest of its kind in the
officer.
brother
degrees below July, 1910, The high- Register. Clancy house a few years ago it had by a
moment of eonf-dencnot so greatly changed in itsexterior married; once, in a
and loneliness, I think, he told
Hay Fever, Asthma and Summer Colds characteristics as had some others
Must be relieved quickly and Foley's which "had fallen into the "modern a near friend the one romance of his
Honey and Tar Compound will do it improvement" hands of some mighty life. It we-- the old, old story; a girl
back in the boyhood home; other
E. M. Stewart', 1034 Wolfram' St., Chi- nice
people who didn't "give a darn"
cago, writes: "I have been greatlj for the old days and the old architec loved ones to care for; little money
troubled during the hot summer ture. If I am not mistaken, the Frank and the girl grew tired of waiting. His
voice trembled as he spoke of Der, and
months with Hay Fever and find that
Clancy's held out u long time against
by using Foley's Honey and Tar Com- the vandal order shaving off all the the children that should have been
his, and the friend understood then
pound I get great relief." Many others portals. But
they finally were perand
"one of the handsomest
who suffer similarly will be glad to suaded and
the Prince's' were the only why
of men in the army"
most
benefit by Mr. Stewart's experience. ones on
1 1
LOS ANGELES,
fascinating
who
that side of the street
was a bachelor.
For sale by all. druggists.
had the courage of their convictions.
SAN
14
17
DIEGO,
OLIVE ENNIS HITE.
I often wonder whether they have
now
is
Casa
Joab
(The
Houghton
been strong enough to keep their nothe beautiful Simon Nusbaum house
ble, old place inviolate. It takes the on
Washington avenue. The Clancy
alt
spirit of the early martyrs to hold portico Btill stands intact. Editor.)
out
At the time
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Personal Reminiscences of
Dr. McKee, a Great and
Lonely Figure

1
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south-centra-
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ko, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pad Ac Coast,
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, '

FE, N.

i

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

T

BUck-DraugH-

(Read Up)

1910

STATIONS

Miles

19

new Mexico.

n

offic$--Rato-

I

I

Very Serious

It 13 a very serious matter to ask
for one medicine and have the S
wrong one given you. For this S
reason we urge you In baying to Q
B
be careful to get the genuine

Company

Railway

General

4
4
5
5
5
5
5
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El Paso Texas.
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Hotel Arrivals.
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Are You Going

Fishing

?

un,nt.

The Rio Grande protects one
fare for round trip for fishing
parties consisting of three or
more people from Sante Fe to

i

the BEST FISHING GROUNDS

I

MEXICO.

I
I

NEW

AND

th-"1-

,

::::::::

IN: COLORADO

fl
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!
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For Further Information Call on or Address,

:

F. H. McBRIDE, Agent,
OR

;

I W. D. SHEA, T. F., P. A., Santa Fe

--

lf

HOLIDAY

ANNUAL

THE PEOPLE'S

2

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, Oct.

AVIATION

CURTIS
" Birdmen;"

of International Repute will

for

three days, October

11, 12

MEET

.

13

"BULL" DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
to be raced " Bull " Durham Day, Friday, Oct.
13. This stake was given by the

$1,000

BLACK-WELL-

4

Don-acian- o

thrill the crowd

and

1--

1--

9736-0766-

e,

'S

DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

s

BASEBALL EVERY

EXCITING

DAY

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS
August 7 to
dlC
POD.AVJ August to

HORSE RACES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL PATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH,

President

JOHN B. McMANUS,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Secretary-Manage-

r

nez, Jose Angel, Patricio Garcia,
of Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Not Coal.)
Register.
Department of the Interior.
.U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, "N. M..
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
July 12, 1911.
Manuel
that
Notice is hereby given
Connections made with Automobile
Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, N. M, line At Vaughn for Roswen,
dally.
,
home-who, on October 11. 1904, made
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
l
1- sw
for
No.
stead entry
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros-we11
(Pecos Forest.

Rot-wel-

8111-0390-

Section 3, Township 14 N, Range
EN M. M. Meridian, has filed not
Ice of intention to make Final five
vear Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at
6anta Fe, N. M.,' on the 23rd day of
.
August, 1911.

ll

at

3:30 p. m. Aatomooile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
fare between San fa F and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell 110. Reserve seats on auto
mobile by wire. J. W gtockard.

If you want anything on earth
Claimant names ss witnesses:
w Mex'oaD Want Ad.
cm, Iwis Marti f
Ipse Maria

$41.90

SCOTTISH

try

against "Progress."

RITE

REUNION
SANTA FE, N. M.

August

21

One and

and 22,

1911

fare
for the round trip from
all points in New Alex- ico to Santa Fe : : : :
one-fif-

th

y

Dates of Sale, Au;. 18th to 22nd

Return Limit, Aua; 25
SANTA PE ALL' THE WAY

Major McKee had the casa which
was almost as rambling as the Sena's
it belonged to 'some one of the old
Mexican families, but their name has
been forgotten in the passing, of the
years. In appearance, McKee was a
magnificent specimen of clean man
hood; six feet four inches in height,
the slight stoop of his shoulders
which,, he declared he had acquired
In bending to keep his head from being battered by the universal low door.
left him a head taller than
wajf-Bt- lll
ally of the staff and there were ho
tiiem. DePorrest, the
pigmies among
chief of staff, was six feet two,' Captain George Bealjl, medical storekeep,
an aide; Captain
er; Captain Merf-ittEnniA another aide; were- - all of them

Loss of Time Means Loss of Pay,
Kidney trouble and the Ills It breeds
means lost time and lost pay to many
a working man. M. Balent, 1214 Little Penna St., Streator, 111., was so
had from kidney and bladder trouble
that he could not work, but be says:
"I took Foley Kidney Pills for only
a Bhort time and got entirely well
and was soon able to go back to work,
and am feeling well and healthier than
before." ; Foley Kidney Pills are tonic
in action, quick in results a . good
friend to the working man or woman
who suffers from kidney Ills.
For
sale by all druggists.
It yen want anything on earih Try
,
a New Mexican want ad.

Until September 30

SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,
.

i g IA
()4uiU

$41.90

August 7 to 1 1
August 14 to 17

$50.90 uJTISSjaSi 30. $50.90
GOINU OR RETURNING ONE WAY

Via Portland or Seattle, $62.50 and $68.35
ACCORDING TO DATE OP SALE

Return limit on tickets told August 7th to 11th, and
August 14th to 17th, is October 13th, 1911. On tickets sold
daily, return limit is October 31st, 1911.
QO NOW, AND GO VIA THE SANTA FE.
.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

-

H. S. LLTZ, Agent.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11, 1911.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

D
SHOPLIFTER
Q

Ba JAMES NORTON

Q

When Ma. Hyde had lived tor
two months In the place he had bought
on the Hudson, the most that his
nearest neighbor knew of him was
that he had retired from the army;
that he was a widower; that he had a
handsome daughter 20 years old who
seemed devoted to him; that he was
irascible and cranky; that he disputed
his tradesmen's bills, and that he was
fond of sailing a catboat that he
owned. On the major's part, all he
knew about his nearest neighbor, who
was the Widow Harper, was that she
was very touchy about her hens, or his
dog trespassing on her property, that
she had a son at college or in South
Africa, he didn't care which; that she
claimed that the line fence between
them was a foot over on her land, and
that on two separate and distinct occasions she had ordered a servant to

scald his dog.
There was no neighboring between
the neighbors.
In fact, they had not
even seen each other at the end of
those two months.
The widow was
waiting for her son Burt to come
home from a trip to the west to ask
him if the green apples that had fallen
from her trees over on the major's
land thereby reverted to him, and the
major was waiting for his dog to come
home and complain of having been
scalded while prowling around the
widow's kitchen door. Then any fuss
he raised would be sure to have the
backing of his daughter, Edith, who
knew his disposition thoroughly and
had kept him out of many rows.
On a certain August morning this
was the situation on the Hudson.
Major Hyde and his daughter were out
In the catboat with a good breeze
Burt Harper, who had arblowing.
rived home the previous afternoon and
settled the green apple question, was
out in his catboat working up a muscle. He had taken no particular notice
of a catboat containing a man and a
girl, and its occupants had taken no
particular notice of a rowboat with a
young man of 23
pulling the oars. At that point the
Hudson is wide enough and big enough
for a hundred catboats and rowboats
to perform all sorts of maneuvers
without colliding, but the unforeseen is
always happening. The catboat was
heading across the river with her starboard tacks aboard and the major at
the helm, when Miss Edith gave a
sudden cry of alarm, and the next moment there was a crash. Youne Mr.
Harper, without any tacks aboard, but
pulling for all he was worth to get the
kinks out of his spine, had plumped
into the other craft As be was taking a course of law at Harvard, and
had got as far as John vs. Doe, he
could have explained matters had the
major given him time. But the major
wouldn't He had learned in war that
the quicker and more vigorously you
jump on your enemy the sooner you
have him conquered, and he rose up
and blasted the young man in the
If any damage had been done
it was to the latter craft hut that
made no difference to the major. He
did not swear In the presence of his
daughter, nor did he pull off his coat
and double up his flats. He simply
used sarcasm that cut and hurt He
had something to say about little boys
being Intrusted out in boats by their
dunderheads
who
mothers, and
thought they had the whole Atlantic
ocean to row In, and he politely inquired if Mr. Harper Intended to run
down the "Mary Powell" on her next
trip up and drown all her passengers.
Mr. Harper turned red and apologized. He looked from the major to
his daughter and apologized again. It
was his fault, and he admitted it, and
he apologized some more. The major had no pity, but the young man
thought he saw a gleam of it In Miss
Edith's eyes before she turned away
her head. The soldier held him for
five minutes, doing most of the talking and enjoying his confusion, and
then let him go with the observa,

broad-shoulder-

row-boa-

tion:

"And now, sir, If you have got a
mamma, and you think you can get
back to her without help, I should
advise yon to head for shore and spare
any canal boat that may happen to get
In your way."
At that hour the Hydes did not know
young Harper as Harper, and he didn't
know them .as the Hydes. He made
his way to shore In his leaky boat, and
as he sat down on a stranded log he
felt that he would give a thousand dollars In cash to lick some one some
one about the size and build of the
major when he was in his prime. The

words had hurt, but the fact that they
had been spoken before the girl was
humiliating. He had decided from the
first that they were father and daughter, and after gritting his teeth for
half an hour he made up his mind that
nothing could be done la the case and
went off home.
v
"Father, I think you were wrong."
aid Edith In quiet tone as , the young
man rowed away.

"What's that? Wrong? How, can I
be wrong?" replied the major.
"According to sailing j instruction,
when you are sailing free other crafts
must look out for yon. Tou ware not
sailing free."
"But if he had known enough to
look over his shoulder he must have
seen us."
"And if I had been on the lookout,
as I ought to have been, I should
ihav seen him. No doubt he knew that
'you were wrong, sad yet he apoloV :.:
f.
"Wrong? Wrong? I tell you I wasn't

gised.-

:-.

;..

nad 'naien'Tn his side of tbe line and
generously decided not to claim them,
and Miss Edith sought a book and her
hammock and wondered if the young
man was looking at her all the time
she was looking at the opposite bank
out of consideration for his feelings.
She finally concluded that such was J
probably the case, and was surprised
to find herself a bit pleased.
On the succeeding
day the major
and a party of friends sailed up the
river for a little outing, while Miss
Edith was driven to the village and
went into the city to do some shopping. She had frequently made such
trips alone. The father had no ob
jections to urge, as it cultivated a spirit of
but he bad several
times said to her:
"If you ever get into any trouble in
the city just say that you are the
daughter of Maj. Hyde, late of
the Seventeenth.
That will be sufficient"
There was trouble ahead for the
young lady, but It did not come until
afternoon.
She had made some purchases at two or three stores, had her
lunch, and was just leaving another
store after looking over some goods,
when a band was laid on her arm and
a quiet voice said:
"Beg pardon, young lady, but you
will have to come with me."
It was a man. In fact H was the
store detective, as Miss Edith was
soon Informed.
He had been told by
one of the salesgirls that she had secreted goods under her jacket She at
first indignantly and then tearfully denied the allegation. She at first hotly
refused to follow him to the manager's
office, and then bethought her of her
father's admonition and drew herself
up stiffly and announced:
"Sir, I am the daughter of Maj.
Hyde, late of the Sevententh!"
The man replied that she might be
tbe daughter of a general for all he
cared, and just then two things happened. A policeman came through the
store and stopped to say that he would
take tbe girl to the station, and at the
same moment the young man of the
rowboat pushed his way , into the
crowd and stood beside her and said
that he would accompany her. He was
sure there was a mistake, but he also
saw that the easiest way out, and the
one to avoid notoriety, was to accompany the officer. A cab was called and
the station reached, and a search by
the matron proved that the charge was
without the slightest foundation. The
prisoner was ret at liberty, and many
apologies, and with a suit of damages
against the store If tbe major wanted
to press
and the young man called
another cab and drove Miss Edith to
the depot She was in tears, and he
did not disturb her. He simply went
ahead and did things.
It was only
when she found herself on the train
homeward bound with Hr. Harper beside her that she rallied and looked
him in the face and said:
"Tou you are the young man of the
rowboat?"
"Just so. My name Is Harper, son
of Mrs. Nelson Harper of Irvlngton.'
"Why, I live there. I am Miss Hyde,
daughter of Maj. Hyde."
Two days later the major appear
ed at the widow's house and asked for
Burt When he had shaken hands with
the young man and tendered his
thanks be added:
"Sir, I was wrong in regard to that
collision. I am something of a crank.
Also, something of an ass. Please
overlook It and come over after youi
green apples and lot Edith thank you
again. She can't speak too highly ol
your conduct in the affair in town the
other day."
There will be only one question be

it
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med with ribbon bows in most attrao ?i
tive style.
Materials required: Five yards cloth
forty-siinches wide, one and one-havi
dozen buttons, about two dozen yards
braid, five yards silk or satin for lin- $
ing coat
Visiting Dress. This Is a dainty x
dress that may be made in any fine !
woolen material. The skirt is slight
d
at back, and baa as its i$
ly
only trimming a band of handsome &

COSTUME. Magenta face
CLOTH looks extremely
smart made
up in this style. The skirt which
is quite devoid of trimming, has an
inverted pleat at the foot of each of
g
the front seams. The coat is

x

seml-Bttln-

ll

and has a large square collar
braided In
faced with white cloth
black; the cuffs are to match. A double row of buttons connected by braid
loops forms fastening of front in a
slanting direction. Hat of magenta
tagal, lined with black satin and trim passementerie.
hlgh-walste-
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CLOTHIER TRIES UNIQUE PLAN
Will Give Valuable Merchandise
te Readers of His Adver-

o

Outer Answers.
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mous trio."
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"What vas that?" u'
"When they tt-- s v. o Innry
about a bill." '
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A Pr
"Do you belie'
where they prspeak?'
"1

dent see

-
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HARRY O. MOULTON
Attorney-at-La-

President

Santa Fe,

N"FJS,

Secretary.

Free

No.

Mountainair
Formula for business
Merit, plus advertlslno.
multiplied Dy

WILLIAM McKEAN

The Modern Version.

street

Assembly

August 2nd to 13th.
ROUND

TRIP RATE,

$7.30

From Santa Fe.

Dates of Sale,

Return limit. Sentemhw. 9

1911. One and
fare'
from all other noints In KU
one-fif- th

Mexico and El Paso, Texas.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

All Ada, Not Good Ads.

All that glitters Is not advertising.
Successful advertising ads. that pull
must be as carefully worked out
as the novelist works over his best
'"""
"." " "
Dldnt Go at It Right
"Say, I've written twice to the editor of the Dally Bread and asked him
to telt me when the sewing machine
was Invented, and he pays no attention to me."
i
"Ton didn't take the right method,
fou should have written your letter
this way 'My wife and I have a dispute
as to the year when the sewing machine was invented. She says It was
somewhere near 1846 and I say It
was I860. Which is correctr Hell
take pleasure In telling you that your
wife is the better guesser."
-

Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
EASLEY A EASLEY.
V
Attorneys at Law.

Practice in the courts and befort

Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-ci- a.
N. M.
H. L. ORTIZ,

Attorney and Counsel
Practicing before all the courts )Q
the Territory.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
,-

PROBERT

Mnu

1

A COMPANY

Investments

I

Laids, Mines, Bonds eV Stocks.
Money Loaned for investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Business Opportunities
throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished

.....

Taos,

NeW

Mexico.

DR. C. M. RILEY,
;
Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
Graduate of McKIllep's
Veterinary,
College of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.

,

Dentistry a Specialty
East side of plaza, corner
ot Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Office:

'

Phone Red 138.

J.

DR.

M. DIAZ,

RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACE

Phone, 21 6 Red

OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 220 Black;
"OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.

WJ.

SHERIDAN,

Oenito-Urinar-

y

M.

D--

I

,

Diseases.

THE WA55ERMAN & NOOUCH'
TEST5. SALVARSAN "606" .
ADMINISTERED.
;

Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine
and castrlc contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given oa
application.
State

The New Mexteaa
am.
Pny has prepared clrti and criminal
dockets especially for the use of 'Justices of the peace. They are aatMeiaJ.
ly ruled, with printed headlnas. is
either Spanish or English, made of
nod record naner. stronrlT ami
ably bound, with leather back and
covers end canvaa sides, hall fuU
Index in front and the fees of Justice
of the Peace and constables nrintad
In full on tbe flrtt pace. The oaces
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in etvV and criminal dockets.
separate ot
pases each, or with
Nth ofli and criminal bound in one
book. 80 pass eMl and 8
mm
criminal. To introduce them they an
oaerea at tae looowtac arteat

Lair.
New Mexico.

Taos,

MOUNTAINAIR, N. M.

Jul) Jlst to August I2tfi.

The "Silent Drummer."
An exchange says the merchant's ad,
which goes into the homes of thousands of people and works while he is
at home by his fireside In the evening,
has been styled the "silent drummer.1

Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land

Chautauqua

aeaatjat

Little drops of. water poured Into
the milk, gives the milkman's daugh
ter lovely gowns of silk. Little grains
of sugar mingled with the sand, makes
the grocer's assets swell to beat the
band- - Little bowls ef custard, humble though they seem, help enrich the
fellow selling pure Ice cream. Little
rocks and boulders, little chunks of
slate, make the coalman's fortune
something very great. Little ads. well
written printed nice and neat, give the
Joyful merchants .a place on Easy

N. M.

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

F. W. FARMER

Here's a unique plan adopted by a
Brotherhood
of
itothine merchant In a small Kansas
American Yeomen
town, to bring about a more thorough
Meets
Secon
reading of the firm's advertisements,
and Fourth Tbura
rhey say:
Delgado's
days,
"Here's a new stunt! Read every
Hall. H. Foreman,
word of It. It means something for
C. G. Richie, Cor.
you. We spend considerable money
See. Mrs. Daisy
tn newspaper advertising and we are
Farmer.
not sure that the number of people
read our ads who should. Now, we
Santa Fe Camp
have worked out this little scheme to
13514, M. W. A.
get you to read our ads and get the
meets second Tues
benefit we tell about in them. Here
day each month, so
Is the scheme: We have 1,000 key
cial meeting tlird
rings numbered consecutively from 1
Tuesday at Elks
to 1,000. We are going to give one
Half. VUting neigh
of these to anyone who calls and asks
for one. We advertise every Thurs- bors welcome.
O. WHITTIER, Consul
day tn the papers. In each advertise- CHaS. A. L,
Clerk.
RISING,
we
will
ment
print a number of one
of the key rings that is held by some
one and the person holding that numSanta Fe Camp No.
ber of key ring will be given an ar6673. R. N. A. meets
ticle of merchandise mentioned In the
fourth Tuesday of
ad, absolutely free. For instance, you
each month; socall and get key ring No. 66; next
cial meeting third
Thursday in our ad you see that No.
at Elks'
Tuesday
66 gets a $25 suit If called for by SatHalL Visiting
urday. In addition to this we regisneighbors welcome
ter every ring given out and a lost
NETTIE VICKROY,
bunch of key.-- i can easily be found if
Oracle.
attached to one of our key rings. We FLORENCE RISING,
want you to read our ads and are
Recorder.
willing to pay you to do so. Get a
,ii
and
wai
the
ring
papers."

V

4

C.

Homestead

V.

a Tom
fa- -

.

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice In all thf District Courf
and gives special atteiitwa to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlln BIk, Santa Fe. N. U.

2879.

i

y

No.

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. hold
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.

tisements.

ellexv

.The Breul:'r;g Up Pc'nt.
"When the talure 6jraa tc c
Klxup, they starw- i u

C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorn

GEO. W. PRICHARD.

-!,

"Thst There Flute." i ;f
A large musician with a larger
a hansom.
"Drive me to King's hall!" he said.
When, after a hard tussle, he had
wedged himself and his instrument
Into the limited area of the cab, the
driver cracked his whip' and strove oft
They reached the ball. Tbe musician
slighted and took out a shilling.
"What's thisr demanded the driver.
Tour legal fare," said the musician.
Tes, I know it's my legal fare
tor carrying you," retorted the Jehu,
with a direful glance at the bulky instrument, "but what about that there

:

Si

Tas-well'- s

Tit-Bit-

Attorney-at-La-

For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico.
460, B. P. O. E. holds Las Vegas,
its regular session on
E. C. ABBOTT
the second and fourth
Attorny-at-Laot each
Wednesday
month. Visiting broth
Practice In the District and du- ers are lnviteo and preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
welcome.
attention given to all business.
CARL A. BISHOP.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler
Secretary.
G. W. PRICHARD

se

If you wish to be perfectly fit and
healthy don't take your sleep in "one

PAUL A. F. WALTER

O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

$:

Better to Take 8leep In Installments
Rather Than In One Long '

three-quarte-

vry.

a P.

::

The heme newspaper Is the
: quickest way to reach the peo-pie. Every merchant in every
know by
community should
& this time that to sell his
he must let the peo- f:: pie know through
the daily,
: news bearer,
received In every
if home, what he has to sell and
what he will sell It for.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

- New Mexico
the third Monday ot each month Santa Fe,
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
corMasons
Attorneys
are
Rite
fcotish
Visiting
Practice in tae Distri t Court as
dially Invited to attend.
ell as before the Supreme Court oi
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
32.
Venerable Master. the territory.
Las Cruces,
New Mexico.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.

:;:

-

.,

Santa Fe tiodge of
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on

fail.

NURSERY DRESS.

THE HOURS OF REST

odd-shap-

i

:

::

!:

n

'

First: Ability.
Second: Integrity.
Third: Advertising.
A man to succeed In business
must have special ability for
the line of business he selects.
If his ability is backed up by In- -'
herent Integrity, then he has a
solid foundation on which to
build.
To erect a great business In-(tltutlon on that foundation the
aid of advertising is absolutely
necessary.
Of course, every man who
Is able and honest, and who ad-vertices does not' always sue-- ::
ceed that's the pity of it, but
more men who have ability
who are not as scrupulous as
they should be, even though
they advertise, fall, than do
men who possess
tho three
characteristics that everybody
is willing to concede are neces-ji- j
sary to the building of any
business.
Ability has got to be backed
up by energy, Integrity has got
to be backed up by common
sense, and advertising has got
to be backed up by truth.
It looks simple, does It not?
And it Is simple.
Any man who has something
to sell to the people In any
community, If he has a good
article If he does not mlsrep- resent In any way, can make
advertising pay, providing he
carries Into hl
advertising
copy the principles that domi-- :
nate his business character and
his personal character.
Of course, advertising can-s- $
not be gone at In a haphazard
way. There has ait to be Just
as much
ap--::
plied to advertising as there Is
It-applied to the business
self.
There must be an equal
amount of courage applied to
the advertising, also, as well as
faith, because If a man goes
into advertising without these
attributes, he Is pretty sure to

WANTS

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
Regular communi- i FOR SALE or rent, three room tent
cation first Monday bouse, Frank Andrews.
of each month at
FOR REN'T
See
bouse.
Masonic
Hall at
John Pfluegr, the shoe man.
7.30.
H. H. DORMAN,
FOR REN'T Six roomed brick cot.
Master
tage. Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat.
CHAS. E. UXNE1. Secretay.
son & Co.
Santa Fe Cbaptt--r No
TO RENT Fine grazing,
1,000
1, R. A. M.
Regular
convocation second acres, In solid body, jiist south of tae
Monday of each month Arroyo Hondo, to rent. Covered with
at Masonic Hall a' grass. L. B. Prince, 113 Palace ave.
7:30 p. m.
TYPEWRITERS.
JOHN H. WALKER.
H. P. Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
"fM4 Santa Fe Commander! and rented. Standard makes handled.
No. 1, K. T. Regular All repair work and typewntes guar,
Exconclave fourth Mon anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter
Phone 231.
day in each month at change.
Masonic Hall at 7:38
p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

C.

l

-

one-piec-

.

W.

Fraternal Societies

TALKS

FREEMAN,
The business "rule of three"
By

long dose."
Instead of, say, always going to bed
at 11 p. m. and rising- - at 7 a. m., divide your sleeping hours into two
portions, as, for instance, from 6 p. m.
to 8:30 p. m. (first sleep) and from 2
a. m. to 6:30 a. m. In the second
sleep.
This
method of sleeping in
"watches" gives the brain for all
those who do mental work just stimulus needed, and promotes fresh energy and vigor vo both mind and body.
A doctor who is a serious advocate
of sleeping In watches gave the above
Interesting theory- "Every man and woman whose work
requires a large expenditure of mental
energy should divide his or her sleeping hours Into two," he said,
I am acquainted with many people
who now always take their sleep in
two 'doses,' and they will tell you
A delightfully comfortable slip-o- n
what a vast Improvement it is on the
tween the major and his
viz.: Should a sailboat be maneuver usual rule of one long sleep In the 94 dress or overall is this; it may be
made up in linen, casement cloth, hoi
ed according to Hardee's, army tac- hours.
e
"The Ideal times of sleep for tho land or zephyr. It is a
pat
tics, or should It go skipping along In
brain worker are the afternoon and tern that may be fastened either at
any old way?
the early hours of the morning. Of front or back; the front of cur model
course this program could only be car- Is laid over in one tuck in tie center,
Just As Well.
On one of those bitter, chilly morn- ried out by the woman whose time is and buttons are sewn on to give the
or own."
effect of a front fastening, though the
ings that herald no aptly our spring
real fastening is at the back.
Mr. Taswell turned over in bed and be. Novel Vase.
The "V" shape neck, sleeves, and
gan to doze. It was four o'clock, and
An odd and pretty vase may be lower edge are trimmed with fancy
this was the first wink of sleep Tas
made by taking a pickle jar or any- braid, which might be replaced by
well had as yet managed to snatch.
bottle, and covering lace or crochet insertion if liked.
banging on the front door, other
Materials required: From one and
however, suddenly aroused him. H It all over with putty, then you may
r
dashed over to tho window and open use all your discarded buttons out of
yards forty inches wide.
your button box. Buttons of the
ed it
To Save Linen.
"Is It fire?" be roared.
presidents or other oindldates, brokTn some of the best schools the
"I want Mr. Taswell," came the an en jewelry, even broken china pieces,
all these may be used and , stuck pupils are now taught to roll tableswer.
"I am Mr. Taswell. What Is It?" down In the putty as close as you can. cloths instead of folding them, since
"I have an important matter which When dry set it on your mantel. You th folds in linen are usually the first
concerns your good name, and muai will be pleased with It. By taking a plrces that show wear, says a con
not let It reach other ears. Come piece of new sewer pipe and cover- tributor to the Delineator. The table
down quickly."
ing It the same way and setting it on cloths are Ironed flat and rolled while
In a moment Taswell, in his paja- a pie plate makes a good umbrella being Ironed. It is best to use a ta
ble for the Ironing board, as this
mas, was at the door. The winds stand.
whistled coldly.
gives more space. Start to roll the
The New Sleeves.
tablecloth as soon as a quarter of a
"Well," replied the disturber of
Although most of the new frocks yard Is Ironed and keep tbe roll di
peace, "don't you think youi
name would bo as well without the and coats show the kimono shoulder, rectly In front, turning It as fast as
the Imported lingerie blouses nave the Ironing is done. Sometimes thick
Then b disappeared into the dark the regulation sleeve In most in- brown paper Is used to roll the cloth
ness, and the comments of Taswell stances. Where the straight shoul- on, but it must be the width of the
wore not well at all
der effect Is preferred It Is simulated linen. A clever woman has procured
by a broad band of embroidery which several mailing tubes, placed them
end to ead and covered them with
Joins the bodice and sleeves.
A Strategist.
a, notable feature of some of the fancy wall paper, pasting It on se
"My baby cries all night "I don'1
nrw gowns Is the difference In the curely. This makes a firm foundaknow what to do with it"
"I'll tell you what I did. As soon at tvw sleeves. For Instance, one of the tion for the roll. Napkins should be
our baby commenced to cry I used tc daintiest Models shows one sleeve of folded once with the Iron and all
turn on all the gas. That fooled him. chiffon, close and plain, while the other folding done by hand so they
he thought It was bread daylight and other am Is bare, save for a garland will not wear in the creases.
or wreath of black roses set midway
went to sleep."
between shoulder and elbow.
Moths In Furniture.'
AH the baking and steaming are
WHY, NO.
'
Not Afraid of Eve's Pate.
useless as, although the moths may
Women are taking to snakes. The be killed, their eggs are sure to hatch
fashions prove that The newest silk and the upholstering will be well ridpetticoats that have been imported dled. The naphtha-bat- h
process is effrom Paris and are shown In the fectual. A sofa, chair or lounge may
Fifth avenue shops have snakes work- be Immersed in the large vats used
ed on them. Birds, too Then there for the pnrpos . hih all
life
Is the snake hat, which has been will be absolutely
tggs
the
coming Into vogue slowly. It Is said ever hatch after jeeHtcg tVry
women are adopting snake hosiery. naphtha bath. Ai'
ease
Ofst. v
But there also are butterfly styles for disappears and .t t'v.s sUtftste'-- damstockings, petticoats and hats, and age Is done to tJ- - fiM. f.st:-- ; arti'. act
butterflies .are worked on bandkar-- cle. Sponging
iiiutli

wrong. Hardee's Tactics say that whoa
you are
yon meet another when
marching by the right flank when
the head of the column "
'
Edith smiled as ho paused. ' Bo
thought he could sail a boat by the
same tactics that drilled a regiment
He subsided la some confusion, and
tho young man and the accident were
not again mentioned.
There were
Mrs. Krnsty Those horrid boys
scores of young men sailing and row- tied a tin pall to a poor dog's tall and
ing on the river daily, and why should then chased him ton blocks. I'm gothis one prove to bo the son of their ing to have 'out arrested.
widowed neighbor.
On reaching
Mrs. Askitt was It roar doe?
homo tho major went out sad looked
Mrs. Krusty No; but It was my tto
at thooj withered eTeen apples that
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Nat. Bank

Bldi AlbuqaerqacJlM

.....

$ . 4.09
For 4R cents sAti'donal tor a ataxia
docket, or 65 cents additional for a.
combination docket, they will be seat ,
by mall or prepaid express. Cash la
full must accompany
order. State
plainly whether Hkudteh or Spanish
tinted beading is wanted.
Civil or Criminal . , . . . . .
Combined Civil and Crlnrii.

.

Right in your busiest season when
you have the least time to spare you
are most likely to take diarrhoea and
lose several days' time, unless you
have Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy at hand and
take a dose on the first appearance
of the disease. ' For sale by all deal.
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PHONE

Andrews "Cash" no.
BAKERY

GROCERY

EVERYTHING THERE IS TO EAT.
GROCERIES

Staple and Fancy, Imported and Domestic.

AtEATSPork, Veal, Lamb, Beef, Mutton, Sausage, Fish ?nd
Hens.
BAKERY Bread, Pies, Cakes, Doughnuts, Cream Puffs, Coffee Cake, Buns, Roils, Etc.
WATERMELONS AND CANTALOUPES.
V EG ETABLES Celery , Egg Plant, Cauliflower, Cabbage, Onions, Radishes, Lettuce, Green Chile, Bell Peppers, Turnips, Beets. Carrots, Tomatoes, Parsley, Garlic, Cucumbers,
Home-Grow- n
Corn.
Squash, Soup Bunches and
Home-Dresse- d

Phone

No.

F. Andrews

4.

Phone No. 4.

family what is the use of taking chances on health ?
We have put twenty-fiv- e
years into the meat busi
ness and know how to handle it. We are going to
trive vou some BARGAINS IN MEATS to morrOW

that will save you some money.

BEEF

Rolled Rib Roast, no bone, 20c. lb.
Short Ribs, 10c lb.
Boiling Beef, 8c. lb.

Pot Roast, 10 and 15c. lb.
Hamburg Steak, Round Steak, Chuck Steak, 15c lb.

1

ftfl'SF,

Santa F, N. M., Aug. 11.
The weather for New Mexico
Is generally fair In south por- tion. Local showers in north
tnnlErht nr

xpx

j

PP.")

xsSx

Don't forget those big
gains in summer bats at Miss
Ladies

i

-

There waB a larse attendance
'and doubtless many more will go to-celved-

.

Roasts,

l-- 2c

17

l--

mere was a
vrup in i
' dran1' in thacmpcnuire
mBTlmiim
4amnnKA
Mugler.
iu4K;iai.urc
Fruit Jars and Fruit Jar Rings at yesterday to 83 degrees,' while the
58
minimum
was
and
the reladegrees
a.;,..
Goebels.
last
25
tive
humidity
evening
on
Ice Cream
Sunday at Capital cent. There were heavy storms In per
the
City Dairy. Milk and cream always foothills in close
proximity to the
on hand. Phone Black 188.
and between 6 and 7 o'clock there
Read the Boston Story by Hayward, city
was a trace of rain and a heavy gust
cannot
miss
his
It
advertisement.
you
of wind. Local showers are predicted
will pay you.
for tonight and tomorrow in the northFOR SALE A lot of kindling. Very
ern part of the territory,
reasonable. Apply Mrs. Dudrow, 228
'
'
street.
Fria
Agua
A,

,;

Stew,

isc

rm&

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
'

We rrccmmend Wahham Watches
iinausc we believe them to be the
Our stock oilers a wide asjK:$t.
sortment of

,N

GOLD AND SILVER

FILIGREE

lbs

VEAL

Time You Owned a Waliltam."
Ve

will show yon the exqui-titel- y
thin model Walthams of
lae Colonial Series, and will
name the Wnltham movement
Lest suited
to your require- -

S.

DC
CUFFT
r DsO
U KL
TT

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

er

W. D. Murray, the Silver City banker, who is in Santa Fe says that Ker- mit Roosevelt, son of the former president, who went to Africa with his
father, has been in Silver City the
guest of the Fergussons in Cat Canon.
Mrs. Fergusson was here last winter
for a few days as the guest of Mrs.
W. Bayard Cutting.
Kermit has left on a hunting trip
as is tola in the following dispatch
from. Yuma, Arizona:

SEPAKATE
I grow only

COLORS, ANY QUANTITY.

the best and

eties, and they are especially fine now.
heretofore been shown in Santa Fe.

vari-

up-to-d- ate

No such Peas

'have

ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS

:

CANTELOUPES

KERMIT ROOSEVELT WAS
GUEST OF FERGUSSONS.

son-in-la-

Now is the time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the cpming
season. 20 cents each; $1.50 per dozen.
JAMES McCONVERY, 415 Palace Ave.
Phone, Black 204.

.

Waltham Watches
Come in ar.d talk watch with us. It will
i.n obligate buying and it may profit you
much.
e v !l explain what constitutes
a covd

book-keepe-

REYES
KILLED BY RELATIVE.

2c

KIDS

eral Bernardo Reyes, was killed here
yesterday by Luis C. Reyes, also related to General Reyes.
The killing occurred in the offices
of the Torreon smelter where Sada
was cashier and Reyes a
Differences over office matters
caused the quarrel.

"Kermit, Roosevelt and his guides
left tonight on his hunting trip to th
Pinacate mountains, 150 miles south
east of this place. In the party are
Charles Utting, a former rough rider,
Shooting Occurs In Office of Torreon Winn
Praebstel and two Mexican
Smelter Where Both Were
Their Toute was to Welton,
guides.
Employed.
forty miles east, by rail and thence by
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) horse. Kermit said he would begone
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 11. A special at least two weeks and possibly four."
to the Herald from Monterey, Mexico,
If you want anything on earth try
says: j.'of Gen- - a New Mexican Want Ad.
"Fermin E. Sada,

'

MUTTON

Lecc.

-

night.

bar-- 1

LAMB

.Wt

1

"lfs

X

BHUHD

In Us environs.
A Good Show Many of those who
went to the vaudeville performance at
the Elks' tlusater last night declare
that the performance was "a good one
from start to finish" and that the enX
X tire performance was clean, clever
well put. The musician wonder
S and
and the strong man. the rub sketrh
X
X 'and the other numbers were well re-

During August and September my
office will be closed at noon on Sat.
. . . 17
urdays. Dr. J. A. Casner.
An EveryDay Special for this
week at Adolf Seligman Dry Goods
Company. See his advertisement. You
Some Fine Native Mutton Coming in Now
will be interested.
25c Wash Suits for. half price, Nathan
3
Chops, 15c.
Salmon closing out all wash suits
and skirts fifty cents On a dollar. See
window. N.' Salmon. '
at the Right Price
Gasoline Stove Snuffs Out ' Life-M- rs:
Some Nice Young Veal
Pacifico Baldassari was fatally
burned at Albuquerque yesterday by a
gasoline stove explosion.
Something Fine Native : you get your money's worth at these prices The Thirteen Club The Thirteen
$1.00 , Forequarters, 50c Card Club will not meet tomorrow eyHindquarters, 60c One-hal- f,
ing to the death of Mrs. M. J. Warner,
whose funeral wiL be held at 4 p. m.
f,',
tomorrow.
;
nirl voir! ever trv a nice Quarter of Kid with Green Peas? It's Died of Typhoid at Roswell Will
worth while, and you should try it.
iam Maier, a young man and prospec
died at Roswell day before yester- One-half- ,
40c
tor,
90c.
50c
Forequarters,
Hindquarters,
dav of tvnhoid fever. He hai a broth
Forh';er , at Fort Stockton, Texas. ...
5c. Each
vvt uuv.
:i e i
r.,
j I umvi I un am...
Uiui
J wivocu
noon The public library will be closCHILE VERDE, EGO PLANT, CABBAGE, ed tomorrow afternoon on account of
:
the funeral of Mrs. M. J. Warner. It
Cauliflower, Cucumbers, Turnips, Etc.
will be open in the evening.
10c. Per lb. Found Astray A bay horse, brand
LAS CRUCES TOMATOES
10c. Per lb.
ed C. P. on right hip and left ear cut.
Owner can have same by identifying
the animnl tlirougn the city marshal

Chops,

Amethysts, Opals,

X

OAILY

.

PORK

Turquoise, Laveliers,

ffflE
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PHONE

" QUALITY AND QUANTITY "
When it comes to buying MEATABLES for your

MARKET

AND

HflYlAARn'Q MflRKM
ill I llli u u iiiiiiiiui

S2

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11, 1911.

t.

VEGETABLES

-

Peaches, Apples, Watermelons

The Modern Home

i

and paying for this advertisement.

We paid a Blankets Will Look Good to you in
He spent a few weeks and Seligman Bros. Co,
kids.
man, yesterday, two hundred dollars for lambs and
'have had their fall shipment in early
it all in town, and did not have a cent when he left. If we had sent and will be pleased to show the finest
See advertisement
j line you ever saw.
this away, how much would the merchants have got out of it ?
A FAiRY STORY (?) FOR THE BOOSTER'S ASS N.

Just receiveda large lot
of
Also

Second-han- d

Carpets

Goods
and Rugs

That will go at a low prices. Call
and get prices.

NE of the first

requisites of a modern home is an
rd
sanitary plumbing equipment To
the domestic health and to keep
the home thoroughly clean and
wholesome at all times, plumbing fixtures affording absolute
and perfect sanitation are a
r
prime necessity.
"twslard plumbing fixtures
and our expert mechanics will
make your bathroom attractive
and inviting. Let us give you an estimate.

on page five.
Road to Pecos in Good Shape The
SZ road to the Pecos river, the old "San
ta Fe Trail," has been placed- in good
condition again, all excepting .the
I

I
PHPNF
IW

fl

99
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HYIRD

S MARKET HIUNt

o

HOUSE FOR RENT

Varieties

Cut Flowers--All

DAVID LOWITZKI

CLARENDON

GARDENS.

Phone

12.

SANTA FE, N. M.

'

J

OF--

stretch between Santa Fe and the Ar- roya Hondo, on which heavy teaming
has cut very deep ruts.
No Excursion Sunday
Manager
who was getting up an excursion
to Albuquerque Sunday .stated today
that it has been called off and there
will be no special train out of Santa
Fe at 7 a. m. as was planned. And
why should one go to Albuquerque
if the mercury is hovering around the
100 mark;
August looks , good to
Santa Feans only while they remain

up--.

safe-gua-

to-da- te,

FOR SALE BY

Santa Fe Hardware

& (Supply Co.

1

'

miction
flotrod
Sale
Qrand
MADE TO MEASURE SUITS, COATS AND SKIRTS

7E ANNOUNCE a Grand Introductory Sale made to measure Suits, Coats and Skirts to cele-brate our third season as exclusive representatives of the American Ladies' Tailoring Co.
service to the ladies of
of Chicago We inust quickly introduce this marvelous
this city. It is to our interest to prove in an impressive; positive, certain way the advantages we
offer in supply ingfyou your fall suit or single garment made to your own measure. Therefore, we
offer you extraordinary inducements.
11

W

made-to-measu- re

WE GUARANTEE YOU
WE
SATISFACTION.
WILL FILL YOUR ORDER IN 10 DAYS.
THING NOW READY

EVERY-

:::::

:

WE HAVE FOR YOUR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION the AMERICAN LADlESV TAILORING CO.'S
GRAND PORTI FOLIO OF FASHION AND FABRICS. We show their complete line of handsome materials 180 of themand we show their rich fashion plates of all the new styles. We are; now in readiness to
tailoring as they never have
serve our patrons and all who are interested in this perfect
- pH
dress event. It will en era ire the attention of crit- chnwinrr
hoon
Our
w rilstinrtiv a tvle and smart
...
v
43V1
UWVll caiV
A is
cal women, for it brings to this city advantages in buying suits or single coats and skirts such as have been
available in only Chicago and New York at far greater prices. Put off all arrangements for Fall buying
.
until vnu see us.
made-to-measu-

T

WV

a

--

ww-

w

fe'

re
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" We Invite and Urge Every Woman to

Cair

